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TRODUCTI O 
The hoary enigma of evil , hovering over life like a my terious 
shadow, is a theme of perennial interest. lt Is well-nigh impos ible, 
however, to ascertain just how it impressed th Teutonic conquerors 
of England. The Norse mythology, with its Loki , it giants, its Baldr-
mytb, its sublime vision of Ragnarok, "when Woden shall m et the 
wolf", and its Nastroud puni shments for perjurers, murderers, and 
adulterers, is, indeed, a magnifkent confession of a deeJ?-seated con-
viction of guilt ; but, even if it wer e a record of heathen b liefs 
without a trace of Christian influence, it would still be too far removed, 
both a to time and place, from the Anglo-Saxons to be u ed save with 
the utmost caution in d termining the views of the latter.1 Th rem-
nants of the ancient creed imbedderl in the language, the laws, the 
c•ustoms, the literature of the Anglo-Saxons, indicate a belief arrested 
in the early stages of development. The dualism of supernatural good 
and evil is distin tly marked. Thus to the Beowulf-folk the repre-
sentatives of moral evil appf'ar per onified as workers of physical 
evil. Superstitious practices were employed to a late date to ward otr 
baleful influences. Also the beginnings of ethical principles are ob erv-
abl . The utilitariani m of the heathen code appears In the sentl-
m nts of Coift (Bede, H. E. II. 13). In lVidsict the only blameworthy 
qualities spoken of are falthlessue~s. niggard lines , and sloth: haughti-
ness s ems rather a virtue. The non- hri tian thical con pts of Beo. 
are simple and egoistic: Man must offer sacrifices to th gods to ob.ala 
their help, 175ff.; if a lord, be must not b niggardly or wrathful 
1169f., 17091'1'.; if a r tainer, be must not h rowardly, 5901'1' .. 2 45ff.; 
he must not murder his kinsmen, his natural protectors, 107ff., 5 7ff., 
2166tl'., 2742; he should not be a swear r of false oaths, 2736ff., and a 
hr ak r of treati s, 1100, nor practice falsehood and treaehery, 101 f_ 
Breach of loyalty was, ind d, the unpardonable sin of the Teutoni 
ethics.2 The Teutonic mind bad, Of rourse, no conception of innate 
moral weakne s. King Eadwine wa r luctant to bow to hr! t, be-
cause, proud of bis mor 1 integrity, h felt no n ed of a R cl mer 
(Bed • H. E. II. 12). Here, then, we find a predisposition of the 
Anglo- axon mind to hold in later times to the tenet of tree will in 
matters theological. The heathen bowed to overeign \Yyrcl, but did 
' S. Bugge. Studien u b .. r die Entstt hung der no rdl chen Goetter-u. Htl-
den~ag"n; K. :.rudlenho!T, D utsche Altcrtumskunde. 
2 To understand the abhorrence wl.th which this most infamous of vil-
lainies was regard d, see Gnom. Exon. 37, 162-4; Beo. 2S. 4!T.: Byrht.; An. 405-
414; Aldhelm's L tter to Wilfred's Clergy. H . S. III. 265; Earle, Land Char-
ters, e . g., p . 4 l : " it sub anathemate Iudae. prodltorls domlnl nostri." A 
b<'autlful Instance ot loyalty Is Eadwlne's refu!'al to be the first to break the 
covenant when apprised of Redwald.'l defection. and the hlgh-mindt d be-
havior of Redwald's queen In dll'•uadlng her husband from a dishonorable 
transaction, B d . H. E. II:l~. f. also the duty or redressing injuri s by 
means of the blood-feud, e. g., Beo. 2020!T. 
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not regard it as eternal justice. Wyrd did not determine men to do 
right or to do wrong. Sal. 442ff. is clearly a Christian passage, in which 
Wyrd is discredited by being identified with Satan. 
In reviewing the rloctrine of sin as held on the continent prior 
to Augustine's mission to England, we must bear in mind that lJPsitle$ 
the simple narratives and statements of Scripture there also passed 
current many fanciful views derived from such apocalyptic , apo-
cryphal writings as The Book of Enoch, The Gospel of Nicorlemus. 7'/il' 
Celestial Hierarchy of Pseudo-Dionysius. The majority of the Greek 
fathers had rather failed to grasp the deep significance of the do<'-
trine. It remained for Augustine to "boldly sound the dark abyss of 
grace, predestination, free will, and original sin" (Gibbon). In oppo-
ition to J\lanichaeism (which made evil co-eternal with good and 
hence necessary and ineradicable) and in conflict with Pelagianism 
(the theor that the individual, unscathed by Adam's fall , possesses 
free choice and the capacity to do good or evil) he became the 
apostle of grace. While the Greek Church had representer! a syner-
gism of the human will and divine grace, and Pelagius had taught 
human mcnergism, Augustine was the p~ous exponent of di vine 
monergizm.:1 
The Synod at Carthage, A. D. 411, excommunicated Coelestius. the 
friend of Pelagius, and drew up eight or nine canons against Pelagian-
ism ( Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, II.104ff.) The Church accepted the 
Carthage decision. While neither the Council of Nicaea, A. D. 325. 
nor that of Constantinople. A. D. 381, bad established anything as to 
the doctrine of sin, that of Ephesus, A. D. 431, suspended and excom-
municated from church fellowship the bishops that agreed with 
Ceelestius (canons 1 anti 4), and that of Chalcedon, A. D. 451, in-
cluded these acts in its sanction of the canons of all previous coun-
cils (can. 1). Auguslinianism bf'came the adopted belief of the 
Church (Acts of the Councils of Orange and Valence, A. D. 529, in 
Hefele, Conciliengescllichte. II. 724-740). Soon, however, Pel3gianism. 
rendered more acceptable in Semi-Pelagianism by the intermingling of 
its beliefs with Augustinian ideas, reasserted itself and quietly held 
sway throughout the Middle Ages. While the doctrine was thoroughly 
canvassed and determined in the controversies of the early tifth cen-
tury, the fancy of poet and preacher and philosopher eagerly seized 
those of its features tltat most invited imaginative amplification. Both 
cleric and laymen broode'l over the fall of the angels, the transgression 
of the first human pair, the capital vices, the influence of the devil , 
Satan's defeat by Christ and his fearful sufferings in the abyss, the 
image of Antichrist, and the like. Thus Prudentius composed a 
Hamartigenia and a Psycltornachia: Avitus treated De Init io Muncli. De 
Originali Peccato, De Sentcntia Dei: etc., etc.1 The various streams 
of thought met in Gregory the Great (A. D. 590-604), who, not a great 
original thinker himself. absorbed, without the least compunction, both 
the Scriptures and the Apocrypha. Pelagius together with Augustine. 
He was the father of the 0. E . theology.'• · 
Already the early Christians of Britain had taken a noticeable in· 
tere t in the theological discussions of the continent and, upon the 
· K. R. Jiagenbach. History of Doctrines. T; \\". Cunningham. S. Austin an~ Ills Place tn the l!tHory of Christian Thought. Hulsean Lecture 1 ~5: P~11. chaf'I'. "The Pelaglan Controvers)·," Bibliotheca Sacra ancl Th ol. Re-
view .• 1ay. 1848; Bede. H. E. I.JO. 
'Ebert, Lit. cles Millelalter~ im Abendlande. I. 
'G. J. Th. Lau. Gregor I. cler GrOS$e nach seinem· Leben and seiner Leh re. 
.: 
whole, were held to maintain lhe orthodoxy of lbe Western Church. 
Yel it was Britain that sent forth Pelagius (Bede, H. E. I. 10); Coelestius 
was an Irishman (Jerome, Prol. arl. L. 3 in Jerem.). Whatever influ-
ences may have shaped the opinions of Pelagius, bis tenets found will-
ing aceeptance among some of the wealthier British laym n, and it 
was only by lhe energetic intervention of the Gallican clergy that the 
heresy was finally stamped out (Bede, H. E. I. 17). While the Teutonic 
inrnders established themselves in the island, the British Church 
shrank before their ruthless sword into the western portions or the 
island. At the same time Ireland also was becoming the Isle of Saints 
and planting missions in Scotland. In the conversion of lhe heathen 
Anglo-Saxons the Irish-Scottish Church took a prominent part, and its 
influence was felt until the day of the Whitby decision, A. D. 664. But 
we may safely assume that its hamartiology was above reproach, or 
Augustine of Canterbury would have charged the Welsh bishops with 
heresy, and Aidan wculcl never have been accepted as a saint by Rome. 
The Teuton, hvwever, bowed his head not to lhese British saints, 
but to the sceptre of Rome. The work f the Italian missionaries con-
sisted in establishing in the island a church subject to the Pope in 
matters of doctrine and polity. When Augustine first preached before 
Aetbelhert, he presented to the heathen mind of the Kentish king the 
conception of "this guilty world" and its salvation (Ael!r. Hom. II. 
12 ) . The subject of men's sin and guilt would inevitably form one 
of the most frequent topics in every diccourse to the people. But when 
the mission had b!'come an established church and its bishops began 
to assemble in synorls and councils, they were mainly concerned about 
its organization. administration, and expansion, and discussed ques-
tions more directly connected with church polity_ Hence the island 
church has left no original, independent dogmatical definition of the 
doctrine of sin. Nor was this necessary, since the doctrine was s ttled. 
All that remained for the church of Old England to do was to declare 
itself part and parcel of 'the Catholic Church' by adopting its doctrinal 
norms. It is for a serting this identity that the Council at Hatfield, 
A. D. 6 0, is memora!Jle. This council, led by Archbishop Tneoclore, 
accepted th decree3 of five synods, viz .. those of icaea, A. D. 3~5. 
Constantinople, A. D. 3 1. Ephesus. A. D. 431, Chalceclon. A. D. 451, 
Con tantinople, A. D. 553. and tho e of the Council of Rcme. A. D. 
64!! (Bede, H. E. IV. 17, 1 ; H & S. III. 14ltf.; Bright. E. E. Ch. H. 
3lllf'f.). By adopting the ranons of Ephesus and halcedon the English 
Church officially condemned Pelagianism and at·ceptecl Augustinian-
ism. 
The English hurch. pr dispoqed from heathen times to insist en 
individual freedom of choice. and falling heir to Gregory's curious 
blending of extremes, remained Semi-Pelagian to th end in spite of it; 
official Augustinianisrn. The Venerable Beel , it is true, broke a lan~e 
for the latter view in the introdu lion to bis commentary on the Soni:?; 
of Songs (;\ligne 91.1065-1077), where b controv rts the opinions of 
Julian of Erlanum, who, having been a friend of Augustine, aposta-
tised to Pelagius, and, being a Rk11ful dialectician, first pre ented the 
Pelagian doctrin syst matically and attacked Augustine. Here and 
often elsewhere Bede is a good Augustinian; still even h finds room 
in his system for the merit of works. "Sicut enim ille qui tentatus 
superat, praemia vitae m retur, ita nimirumque qui concupi~c ntiis 
suis illectus a tentatione superatur, merito ruinam mortis incurrit · 
(Bede, Expos. sup. Ep. ('ath. Ep. Jacobi, Migne 93.15) _ Aldhelm's 
view is far more superficial than Bede's, since he regards sin chiefly 
as a wound, a blemish, an infirmity. The ntire system of the 'Reme-
dia Peccatorum' is, of course, more or less P lagian. Aetnelhald grant 
a privilege to Mercian churches and monasteries "pro re1lemptione 
animae meae,'' "ut earn per t:ona opera Jiberam efficerem ab omni vin-
culo delictorum" (H. & S. III. 247; cf Bede, H. E. III. 24, 29; 1 V. 22; 
etc.). Hammerich, Aelleste Christliche Epik., p. llO, notices the undue 
emphasis laid by Cynewulf and in the PhOenix on works. Eclnaril Die-
trich , "Abt Aelfrik. Zur Literatur-Geschichte der angelsachsischen 
Kirche," Z. f. hist. Theol. 4 Heft 1855, finds that Aelfric does nor follow 
Augustine altogether (p. 559). e. g. , in teaching creationism ( p. 560); 
that moral evil according to Aelfric was not due so much to l1eredity 
as to man's own choice (p. 561); that Aelfric describes man's corrup-
tion and the moral capacities left him in rather Semi-Pelagian terms 
(p. 562); and that be is even less Augustin ian in his soteriology (p. 
564). If, therefore, Soames, An Inqiiiry into the Doctrines of lite A.-S. 
Church. p. 84, says of the Anglo-Saxons: "They firmly maintained 
the corruption of the human nature," this statement is to be taken with 
a grain of salt. 
Whether, however, the Anglo-Saxons were Augustinians or Pelagi-
ans, it is clear that the doctrine of sin made a profound impression on 
their minds. They not merely preached and legislated against it. but 
sang about it in their hymns and made it the subject of some cf their 
most important poems. In the folJowing chapters those Old English 
poems will be con idered for which portions of the doctrine of Fin have 
furnished the motives. 
CHAPTER I. 
THE FALL OF THE ANGELS. 
A. BRIEF OUTLfNE OF POPE GREGORY' DOCTRINE. 
Gregory had taught that the dc,·iJ. impatient of dependence ou 
God. sinned through pride, and hy his arts of persuasion had induced 
one-half of all the higher spirits to follow him ( Era11g. II JI om. 34). 
The apostate angrls. deprive<I of their colt(·reated goodne ·s and blessect-
ne£s an<! e.·pelled from heaH~n and thr presenC'e of God, can never 
hope to obtain forgiveness. because a!> pure spirits they had not the 
wrnkness of the flesh and fe ll without l:eing tempted (Jlor. IY. c. 3; 
TX. ''· !ill). Thr void causerl by the expulsion of the rebels is to he 
tllle<l by an e<}ual number of redeemed children of men ( .1ior .. ' XX 
e. l!J: Brang. II Hom. 34). It may l.e obser •eel her that the con· 
tra;;t b tween "pure S!>irits" and "the weakness of the flesh" Is a 
thought crcurrini; also in Th<' Book of Dncwll. <'. 1ii and passim. The 
repeated mention in that hook of the angels soiling themselves with 
.. the daughtNs of men" indicates an asC'etic note tl1 t clC'JliSed the 
flesh as such. Cyprian. likewise, clearly after "Enoch ... believed that 
the fallen angels ... acl terrena c·ontagia dernluti, nu~ht tile arts ot 
luxury Pligne 4.4Gti). 
B. TREAT:\IE. 'T OF THE ;\IOTI\'E BY THE ANGLO- AXO,. POET . 
This thought-group was well rounded off wh n it wa presented 
to the 0. E. mind. According to the bent or purpo;;e of the writer 
it was sometimes described with full and loving breadth of detail. 
somet Imes c·onci ely stated as a matter of do<'trine, and again only· 
alluded to; it was at all times the stock example to warn men against 
pride and its baleful consequenc 3. A Ringle reading ot the poetry 
left hy the n~lo-Saxon~ shows that the Fall of th Angels was one 
of their favorite themes. I give a pr liminary list of the pcems to 
be examined: 
1. Gm. A. 12-i7, 7 -1 G. 
2. Gen. B 24ti·337. 33 -353, 733-750. 
3. Aldhelm. nc L11dfcro. ed. Giles. p. 248; D1' La111lib11s l'irgi1111111. 
ib., p. 211. 
4. Crist a"'I ,'ata11 (,at.). 
5. Gu<tlac (Gu.) 52!).656. 
ti. Bi .lla1111a J!O<I<' (]Jori.) 57·67. 
7 . .Andreas (An.) 11 5-1194. 1376-13 5 . 
. Cynewulf: El. 759-771. 939-952; Jul. 41 ·429. 
9. Prayer IV. 54-57. 
10. ,'al. and Sat. (Na!.) 442-474. 
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In the following sections I shall present: 
I. Critical notes on Sat.; 
II. A comparative study of the "Fall" poems as to contents: 
III. A classification of the same into groups. 
I. CRITICAL NOTES ON SAT. 
Critics appear to agree in regartling the Sat. poems, in their pres-
ent condition, as a compilation from previously existing material. Sat: 
366-664 is an amplification of the "second half of the second Article of 
the Creed. It was only natural to conjecture that this was perhaps a 
fragment of an exposition of the whole seconrl Article. Hence Gros-
chopp (Anglia 6.248) assumes an original "Reiland" or life of Christ, 
and would fain ascribe this to Caedmon. He bases bis plea for the 
original unity of Sat. on the assumption of a clumsy restorer, and 
fortifies it by a rearrangement of the matter. But Gr.'s mode of pro-
cedure is too arbitrary, and most of his conclusions are untenable. 
Thus, e. g., by assigning lines 20-33 to bis restorer, he ignores the fact, 
demonstrated below, that these very Jines show numerous correspond· 
ences to other sections of Sat .. to Gu., to Juel., etc., and thus evidently 
belong to the oldest redactions of the poem. His rearrangement is n~ 
more felicitous than are bis excisions. For the Lord's 'ante mortem 
life Gr.'s theory rests on nothing save the story of the ternptatio'.1 
(Sat. 665 ff.) and a few lines on Judas (Sat. 574-579), surely a frail 
enough support. That the story of Judas, however, is not a misplaced 
remnant of a biography of Christ, but always stood where it now 
stands, is almo t certain from the fact that it was derived from Acts 
l.16ff., where, as in the poem. it immediately follows the account of 
the cension. The fragmentary homily on the temptation, more-
over, evidently was not placed in our manuscript because it treated 
of Christ, but because it described some of the sufferings of Satan; 
for these form the real subj ect of the Sat. poems. Gr. correctly as-
signs Sat. 1-365 to the '.Lord's "post mortem" life, and hence he wouHl 
willy-nilly sandwich the speeches and exhortations found there between 
the various sections of fiat. 366-664. Now it will be observed that in 
at. 366-664 Christ's descent into bell (366-379-516) receives much 
broader treatment than the other items ( i. e., the resurrection, _as-
c n ion , sittine at the ri ght hand of God, return to judge the qu1cK 
and the dead); and that by bunching around it the bulk of Sat. 1-3~5 
the already disproportionate preponderance of the descensus theme is 
only accentu~Led. Gr.'s "Reiland" would thus treat chiefly of the 
devil. It seems clear, then, that Sat. consists of a collection of poems 
de cribing mainly the sufferings of Satan after the descent of Christ. 
Confining our atlention, for tt.e present, to Sat . 1-365, we observe 
that this part consists of three sections, ending respectively at Jines 
224, 315, 365, each with an exhortation. These sections seem to Brool'e 
(History of Earlv English Literature, pp. 326 ff.) "lil;:e three lyrical 
poems sung at different times to the same theme and placed in the 
manuscript one after the other."1 ' 
The claim of the first of these songs, viz., Sat. 1-224, to be con-
sidered a distinct poem, can be substantiated. A poem on the same 
' I.~ may be noted that B1ookc speaks of "the flrHt thr e pa rts of the first 
poem, whereas he counts only three parts in all; that he calls the exhorta-
tions at the end or. these panq '·hymns of pntis.e"'; and th a t he yields too 
much .to Groschopp s theory of "a general paraphrase of the history of rP· 
dempt1on." 
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~uhject is interwoven in the narrative of Gu., which contains so many 
correspondences to Nat. 1-224 as to be, if not the same poem, at least 
a very similar variant. 
011. 22, 246f., 57 f. , etc.: Creation .. Sat. 1-20: Creation. 
" 534; paet atule hus. . . . . . . . . . . . " 26: paet atole scref; cf. 73,129. 
" 535: niper under naessas neole " 31: nidaer under nessas in <tone 
grundas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . neowlan grund. cf. 91, 135. 
" 554-7: Nu pu in helle scealt " 2 -30 rales swegle~ leoht hah-
cleope gedufan, nales dryhlnes ban in heofnum heahgetim-
leobt habban in heofonum, brad, ac gedufan sceoldun in 
heahgetimbru, selcl on swegle. crone deopan waelm. 
" 5H9f.: se eow g bynde and in " 190-3, 201 f. 
haeft bidraf unclr·r ncarone 
clom. 
" 630-634 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 6 -70. 
" 635-!l: Wendun g and woldun " 22-7: Ctuhte him on mode, paet 
wiperhycgende, paet ge scyp- hit mibte swa, )iaet hie weron 
pende sceoldan gelice wesan seolfe swegles brytan, wul-
in wuldre : eow pa r wyrs gc- dres waldend. Him pa s wirs 
lomp, da eow se waldeud gelamp, <ta heo in belle barn 
wrade bisencte in paet stacteledon an aefter odTum, 
swearte susl, paer eow slctctan in paet atole scref, paer heo 
waes etc. brynewelme bidan sceolden. 
" 64-l.: brynewylm haebben . ..... " 27: brynewelme bi clan. 
" 640: ad inaeled attre geblonden " 40: attre onaeled. 
" 129: attre geblonden. 
" 641: dream afyrred...... . .... " 67- : Crist heo aflrde, dream um 
bedelde. 
•· 753-790: The admonition . .. . . . " 194-224: The admonition. 
In connection with this secticn, Grosch opp says, Anglia 6.252 : "Die 
eigentliche verurteilung scheint nach der jetzigen f1s ung von r .-St. 
erst v. l 90 stattgefunden zu haben. An gleicb r stelle helsst es, class 
der teufel mit seinen jiing rn {gingran!) in die bolle einzog; aus den 
versen 34, 102 u. a. aber wiss n wir, class sie Hingst dort weilt n." 
But the whole matt r is righted if we place lines 190-193 after Hne 33. 
The scribe had evidently overlooked them, and then inserted them 
later. In line 20. Gr. finds his restorer unwittingly guilty of false 
doctrine; but, as Prof. Bright has shown, :l!o<l. Lano. Xotes. 1 .129, 
aerest is there predicated of hotb men and angels. Lines 40-42 (Sis nu 
en<le feor) Gr. tran fers to th d 1:;cen us section In Rflt 366-664, per-
haps correctly. They might, however, also be a late addition alluding 
to the nearness of Judgment Day. 
After we have thus disengaged lines 1-224 from , ot. 1-365. the gen· 
eral similarity of subjec·t matter and treatment as well as the hortatory 
endings lead us to posit in the remaining lines two other similar 
poems, viz., lines 225-315, 316-365. 
From Sat. 1-224 I also detach line 75-189. This section consists of 
three monologues, a) 75-125, b) 126-159, c) 160-1 9. These are alike 
In being poken by the same fire-breathing {speana<le. , at. 7 ; 12 ; 
162) demon; alike, of C'Ourse, also as to contents, and very similar In 
phrase. They are variants of the same theme. Perhaps Sat. 75-125 
was the fir t to be made after Sat. 1-74, 190-224; then it in turn pro-
duced , at. 126-159 and .:'at. 160-1 9. Verbal correspondences show the 
dependence of this set on Sat. 1-74, 190-224: cf. 22-24, 4- 7, 173-5; 
-26, 125. 141, 175; -26, 129; -31, 91, 135; -2 , 115ff., 13 II., 1 ff. 
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The three monologues are also very closely related to one anot he·:: 
cf. 78, 128t, 162; -81. 3, 151·166, 164·172; -84-7, 173-5, 187 ; -!11.t:l": 
-91, 1 O; -93-6, 166f.; -138-140, 169-171; -100-102, 136f. T~JPSE' 
three monologues must obviously be taken out of Sat. 1-224. \\ IH'n 
this is done the latter poem shows only the ordinary amount of Yana-
tion and ag~ees well with Sat. 225-315, Sat. 316-365. and Gu. :)~9 1;~.1;. 
The next question is, what are we to do with Sat. 366-G64? Taken 
as a whole, it may be regarded as a parallel to the three lcngesl 1 ·or ms 
of Sat. 1-365. Lines 444-456 seem to be a variant of the monoloµ.ues 
contained in lines 75-189, as appeara from the following co1-r<'oJ:oncl-
ences: 
444: wites clommas ............ . 
454: wites clom ............... . 
445: feondum odfaested ....... . 
446: in paet neowle genip ....... . 
44 f.: earm aglaeca and Jn. atolan 
mid him, witum werige. 
449f.: nalles vuldres leoht 
habban moton. ah in helle 
grund. 
450f ........................... . 
455: dimne and deo1cne ........ . 
103: wites clom. 
103: wites clom. 
104: feste gebunden. 
102: in dissum neowlan g!'nipe. 
161f.: atol aeglaeca ut of he lie, 
witum we1 ig, rf. :Jl. 73. 
28ff. 
30, 48ff., 115ff., 137 ; Gu. 605-S. 
105: dimme and deorre. 
The intrcductio1 to the description of Christ's descen~us . lin es 
366-379, contains echoes of Gen. A: · 
,'at. 369: wrohte .. ............ . Gen. 83: wrobt. 
" 370: paet he oferhyda agan 
wolde ................... . 
372: on beofonum hehseld .. . 
373: ealdor heora . ........ . 
374: yfeles ordfruma ...... . 
" 374: him paet eft gehreaw .. . 
29: oferbyg·d. 
34: agan wolde. 
33 : h eahsetl heofena rices. 
20: heora aldor. 
13: heora ordfruman. 
29: Him paer sar gel amp. 
49: him fi€O wen geleah. 
It would seem that flat . 366-664 did not originall y belcng to the 
same cycle as the other ,<;at. poems. It may have been a briPf treatise 
on hri ~t·s state of exaltation, or a fragment of an exposition of the 
eecond article. or even of the whole Creed. In this original draft the 
d scensus ~ection was pre~umably of the same length as the other parts. 
In the <"ourse 'of time this topic received numerous amplifications from 
vari :rns rnurces, among others, as has been shown, from Gen . A and 
R_at. 1-365. When once this U:eme predominated, the remaining sec· 
t1ons would be regarde1 as in a way, an exhortation, and thus the whole 
poem, Sat. 366-6G4, was mhodied in our manuscript as a parallel or 
ariart of Sat. 1-224, 225-315, 316-365. 
Rat. 665-733, finally, is a homily on the temptation of Christ, em; 
pha~izing especially the sufferings of the devil; the closing lines seem 
to be the beginning of another plaint of the demons. 
S<-t . consi~ts , then of the following poems: 1) 11. 1-33, 190-193, 
34-74, 194-224 ; 2) 11. 2~5-315; 3) 11. 316-365; 4) 11. 75-125; 5) 11. 126-159; 
6) 11. 160-1 9; 7) 11. 366-664; 8) 11. 665-733. 
To conclude with Groschopp, Anglia 6.263: "Die dichtungsart war, 
nach den resten zu schliessen, die der hymne m it vorwiegend d1dak· 
tischer tendenz. Die ermahnungen mr..chen ganz den eindruck, als 
wenn sie vor einer menge vorgetragen worden wiiren." 
IT. COl\iPARATlVI<~ STUDY OF THE CONTENTS. 
1. Pristir:e Bliss in Heayen. 
Urn . .. t begins with a hymn d praise to the Almighty. whi«;1 is 
,,;1 a 1111lly keyed cl~wn to a de;;criptlon of the felicity of the ang is. 
J 12-21. and Hill further to that of their fall. Sat. 1-21 seems to be 
:... \ ariant of this. In ot hc:r 1.oems the description take~ the form or 
1 minisePnces of ht'.lYePIY glory by the fallen angel, e. g., Sat. 23;J-2·Hi: 
:i2, -:i:in. 349-355: s1 s·~. ~3-!15. 101. 121-123, 138-143, 150-151;: u-111~. 
In 1-ial. 245f., tho 1levil cl"::cri e; men as bei.1g in he:wen with Lim. 
whereas men were not rreaterl until after the fall of the angel> :!1111 
were not permitted to re:ich heaven until after Christ'~ descc:isus. 
ThP matter is clear if WP a:sume that it is the descemrns devil v !10 I ~ 
spPaking and embracing in one rueful look (':nditions past and 1.r s-
Pnt. To some extent these descriptiom; of heavenly glory, esp. Ge 1. ,1 
lff. may also rest on some Communion Preface, e\·en as Cri. 3 5-4lil. 
1:1. 725-753. An. 863-891 ~eem to oe liai;ed on sm·h prefa(·es, in ,--h'c·h 
the saints are picturerl as being in he1ven with the angels pra:sing 
nor!. 
2. ThE' rebel lP:uler anrl his following. 
The ten orders cf hea>enly beings are found in Tile Boo/.: uf 
f,'11ocll. c. 6, 7, also in Tllr Boo/..· of the Secrets of Bnoeh. c. :!0-21. 
Gregory, commenting on L11/.:e 15. !'!' .• enumerate3 nine angel choird 
(Lili. II. II om. 34: J!igne JI. 1249 l. Of the devil he says, ib.: "Ecce 
novem dixit f Ezechiel I nomina lapidum. quia profecto novem sunt 
ordines angelorum. Quibus uimirum ordinibus ille primus angclns 
i<leo ornatus est et opertus exstitit, quia dum cuntti agminibus an· 
gelorum praelatus est. ex orum comparatione clarior fuit." With 
this passage we may C'ompare Alcihe m. I. ('., p. :n1: "Jamque novem 
lapidnm forma phaleratus amoena. contra Creatorem frustra turge:i-
c·ere c·oepit." Thi:'< prince of angels. again. grew into the tenth cho.r 
when he had !-"athered ahcut himself the host of hi Joyal adhere:its 
from the ranks of the other (·hoirs. In ,'al. 366, Lu::lfer alone is ca11e:l 
paf't e11gelcy11. While according to ,'al. 454 the pre umptuous angel 
rebelled with the t nth part, Oen. B 246-21 says that God er ate I 
ten ('l\gClCJ/ll/IU. 
Gregory had $aid that one-half of all the angels fell: Aldhcim, 
from Rei. 12.4 one-third: , al. 454, only one-tenth. Throughout the 
poems the impression is that it was a vast multitude ! l'f. Marl.:. :i.!I: 
L11/.:f' .30). WitneRs such expres«ions as 1rcro1Z. Oen. 67: st ran gt' 
yencatas. Oen. 2 4; 71cos mc11cgo, 'at. 262; folca 111ar.8t, Oen. 747: 
l!el!farena heap. Cri. 73J, etc. · 
It is of course only natural that in conformity with the Germanic 
conception the leader is the liege-lord and the other ang Is are his 
vassals.' 
3. Pride is the chief incentiYe of Lucifer's rebellion. 
Pa sages of S riptui-e furni~bed the idea, e. g. 1 T1111. 3.6; Luke 
10.13: .Jtule 6: Ecclus. 10.H. This wa the c·ommon t aching of the 
Fathers. Bede, e. g., ~peak of the devil's pride, "qua se contra Deum 
~rigit et esse vult similis Altissimo" (in .lfarc. XI, :\lign 92.24 ) . 
: Cf. Ferrell, Teutonic .Antl(Juith-~ in th<' .Anglo-Ra.·on Gt·n<'~i~. p. 171'!'.: 
Prlcl'. T<-ntonic .Anti(Julti<es in th.i gl'nerall: acl:nowledp;t·<l Cyn<ewulflan Po<-
try. JJ. ~I). 
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Envy is, indeed, mentioned as the motive together with pri<lP. aefst, 
Gen. 29; nip, Gen. 32; also greed seems implied in graeclige a11r7 gifre. 
Sat. 32, 192. But ordinarily it is oferhygd, Gen. 22, 29, 328: Sat. 50; 
Gu. GOG; Jul. 424; Mod. 58; gielp, Gen. 25; Gu. 633f.; anm<'1lla. Rat. 
74; rnod, Gen. 29, 53; baelc. Gen. 54; galscipe Gen. 341: ()(1 rmetto, 
Gen. 332. Satan is ofcrnwcl, Gen. 262; Sal. 450; cf. Gen. 272: ofl'1'll.l/llig. 
Gen. 66; Pray. IV.55; se fraetga, Jul. 284. 
The primal beauty and power of the rebel leader are dwelt on not 
without psychological insight, inasmuch as from his glory anrl power 
was engendered pride, presumption, and e.corn of service, Rat. fi!I, 251; 
Gen. 259-291. The moral change from humility to pride wrought a 
change in his intellectual condition; he fell into megalomania. De-
ceived by his glory, he imagines himself to be like God, Gu. 63G: de-
siring to be like Him, he deems it possible to be God, Sat. 22L: Gen. 
283. The thought was no doubt derived from Gen. 3.5. He flP,spises 
God's power, Gen. 25L; Gu. 603; Sat. 252; Pray. IV.54f; Moll. (il; he 
regards the Lord's power as iclel gylp, Sat. 254; hence his gylpworcl, 
Gen. 264, 278-291, 47f. He tells his followers that he is the <'reator 
himself, Sat. 55f.: 124: and that God is (merely) his son (or subject ). 
Sat. 63f. But all this was error and folly, Gen. 23, 46-49: 295, 340; and 
hence the angels upbraid their leader with lying, Sat. 53f. 
Ten Brink (Gesch. cl. Engl. Lit. I, p. 103), and Groschopp (Anglia 
G.252f.) and Brooke (l. c., p. 328) after him, speak of the devil's son 
as a counterpart to Christ in being rneotod nwncynnes, Sat. 6~r. l 
regard this interpretation as too fanciful. If the devil like God had 
only one son, this comparison would have point; but it is dear from 
Jul. 312, 325ff. (ct An. 1328) that he has many sons. Were compari-
son with Christ intended, then in l.63 din very probably would re-
reive the principal stree.s, which from the alliteration is impossible. 
According lo this view the devil contradicts himself, for. Pat. 55ff .. 
he has called himself God. Not a parallel passage has been adduced to 
illue.trate the meaning here proposed. Everywhere else the devil is 
the feond moncynnes, while the rneotocl moncynnes is God. I con-
strue the clause jJaet-moncynnes, Sat. 63f., as a simple inversion 
and interpret: paet meotod moncynnes ctin simu u;aere. This removes 
the contradiction and explains the emphasis on smw. We are per-
mitted to take suntr here in the sense of "subject," pegn. since the 
devil's children or followers are otherwise called his pegnas. An. 43; 
Sal. 117; and the devil himself i'> called both their faecler. Jul. 321. 
522, and their frea, J11l. 328. Here, then, the devil, instead of voic-
ing so fantastic a notion, simply utters one of bis gielp words and 
d clares that the nieotorl moncynnes is his subject. 
4. The rebellion. 
In some of the poems the rebellion is against God, e. g., Gen. A: 
Ge1~. B: Sal. 4_49~.; llfod. 57ff. In those poems, on the contrary: in 
w~1ch ~be _devil 1s represented as lamenting or as being upbraided 
with hts sm, the rebellion is ag1inst Christ, the Son of God, Sat. 
10, 6~ , 195, 217; 243, 289; 346; 6. 119; 143, 153; 173; Pray. IV.54f. 
Gu. 070 se~ms to. have the same view, Jul. 420 certainly has. T~e 
rea on obviously 1s that the situation thought of in these poems ts 
that after the descencus. An. 1185ff.; 1376ff.; El. 759-771, 939-952 are 
doubtful. 
. The general aim of the conspiracy is the same in all the poems. 
viz., to dethrone and dispossess God and Christ and to occupy the 
whole or a part of His kingdom: Sat. 23, 55, 56. 59: 60; 85-87, 124; 173f., 
187; 257; 346f.; Mod. 62-65; Gen A 25-28, 32-34, 47-48; Gen. B 272-276; 
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Sal. 452f. The rebel angels aim to raise up their own throne in the 
Xorth, "ex Aquilone," Aldhelm, I. c., 211; on nontdaele, Gen. A. 32; 1cest 
r111rl nor<t. Gen. B 275; cf. Gen. B 667. This may be the blending or 
similar ecclesiastical and heathen conceptions. According to Grimm, 
Christians prayed looking to the East; the heathen racing the orth 
tI>. JI. I.30; R. A. O ). It bad been Gregory's belief (Jfor. XVI. c. 
!!4 J. drawn from Isa. 14.13, that the devil and bis angels bad inherited 
the 'orth as their special quarter. Bouterwek (Caedmon's des An· 
r1clsachsen biblischc Dichtungcn, p. 291) points out "da s aucb in den 
Propheten des alten Bundes 'Land des Nordens' allgemeiner ame fiir 
alle diejenigen ist, welcbe Israel in der Fremde Ungliick bracbten. 
SaC'harja 2.6; Hes. 1.4." The North Is the abode of the wicked also 
in The Book of the .~ecrets of Enoch, c. 10, the "Enoch" literature be-
ing the great reservoir of apocryphal notions. The thought of the 
"North" has Jived through the Miracle Play, and even Shak speare, l 
Henry YI.5.iii. calls the devil "the lordly monarch of tbe nortn." 
The rebellion in heaven is regarded as disloyalty, the bre1kin:i; 
of the fealty relation, Gen. 24tiff.; etc.; El. i66f.: He /1i11111n rcirtso~ 
aldorrlome.o 
5. The encounter. 
In, at. 67.195ff.; Gu. 570; Jul. 421 Christ expels the apo~tate host, 
in the other pcems God does. Terms of war cluster around the ex· 
pu lsion : Gen. 45-6, 49-64, 77, 5; 303, 312, 323, etc.; , at. 232, 2!il, 2 ·2. 
323, 347; Gu. 569; 623; Jlod. 59: 65f.; An. 13 6; Sal. 452. A tacen and 
the curse are mentioned , al. 9. The only passages that approach a 
somewhat vivid description of a battle are Jfod. 57-66 and Gen. A 
34, 45-72. In the latter we see God in His wrath lifting up His band 
against the grim host, shearing them of power and burling them Into 
the pit.-~lirbael, accordingly, is not as yet at the bead of the angels 
to battle with the dragon (Net'. 12.7ff; cf. Cursor J!undi, 11. 469ff.) 
6. The punishment. 
The rebel angel and bis host are condemned. This is brought 
out in epithets like ail'ierge<I. A11. 1299; Cri. 15 ; Gu. 226, 3; Jul. 
617; se all'yrgda. WI ale 67; al. 316, 416, 676, 691, 699; se a1cyrgda 
1rnlf, Cri. 256; se awyrgda gaest, Cri. 1690; faege gaestas. C1·i. 1534; 
fa.11, An. 1705; El. 76 . 924. 
Lucifer is Ince called Satan: Gen. 345; at. 371; .111. 1193; all are 
changed into devils, Gen. 305, 309. "Factus e t diabolus." says Berte 
(.John , l\Iigne 92.752). "de arcbangelo in diabolum est versus" (I 
.101111 3, l\Iigne 92.101), "in abyss! profunda sunt rapt!" ( 2 Pet. 2, :\ligne 
93.75). The fallen angels are now exiles: wraecca. Jul. 351: Gen. 39; 
wraecmaecg, Ou. 100. 2'12. '.!34, 530; Jul. 260; Cri. 363. Thi> touch 
may be derived from Gen. 4.11, where ain is made "a fugitiv and a 
vagabond in the earth." r. Sat. 112f.; 120f .. 1 , 262-272; Ou. l 76-196. 
God had also creat d bell and filled it with punishment . G<'n. 
34-45, 318; ,fill. 422; Gu. 649f.; , al. 466. The moribund thecry that 
the Anglo-Saxon hell is ~trongly ·'redolent of heathenism." 0 ince it 
contains both fire and extreme cold, serpents, etc., is still rep ated 
by Brincker ( Germanisclle ,111ertiimer i11 deni a.gs. G 'Clichte ",/zulitlz." 
p. llf.). The EnoC'hic literature, however, is evidence that the he'! 
SC'e FnrC'll, J, c .. pp. 161f. 
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of the Anglo-Saxons is redolent rather of OriEntal influences.• Tlli5 
is also the view of B~cker's suggestive study (The Medieval \ isi1111s 
of Heaven c.ncl H el l. pp. 11, 159). But when Becker (!. c., p. fill) <lis· 
covered, in the collocation of heat and cold in Gen. B 313ff .. another 
(quite superfluous) proof of Sievers's "interpolation" theory and the 
later date of Gen. B, he overlooked Gen. A. 43. where also both heat 
and cold are mentioned. It appears, too, that Becker did not hpc·ome 
aware of a difference between Gen. A, on the one hand . and tlw .'lat. 
poems, Cynewulf, and Gen. B, on the other, a difference that F'f'rrell 
(I. c. 21-25) ancl Price (l. c. 29-32) likewise failed to ob:::ervc. that. 
namely, in Gen. A the devil is not bound, while in the other poems 
he i3. The fetters in the latter poems, which, with the exception ot 
Gen. B , together with their cl rivatives emphasize the sufferings ol 
the devil, are explained by the belief that Christ bound Satan in His 
de3<'ensus (cf. Jurll' 6; 2 Pet . 2.4; Rev. 20 lff.). 
7. :Man in the place of the fallen angels. 
Then was peace in heaven Gen. 78-83 ; but the heavenly sf'1l~ 
were vacant 89, to be filled with a better people, 92-96; so Goel c·reatecl 
the earth and man. 103-16 -1 6. In Sat. the devil laments the f:ict 
that men now occupy the place of angels near the Son of Goel. 143-5. 
and men are urged to seek heaven. 
III. CLASSIFICATIO INTO GROUPS. 
Both as to contents and form our poems fall into two chief groups. 
the epical and the semi-dramatic. 
I. Epical Group: 
The oldest of thes 0 is probably Gen. A by reason of its simpli<'itf. 
There is a rebel leader, but he is little individualized. and almost lost 
in the multitude. The encounter is portrayed most vividly in tills 
poem. The rebelion is not against Christ but against God. Hell is 
dark, cold, and bot, but ll:i.s neither fetters nor serpents. It thus 
clearly differentiates itself frcm the descensus pof'ms. Lines 366-37!-I 
of • at .. however, are based on Gen. A. 
J!od. 57-67 is short, epical, individual. Though treating the samf' 
subject a Gen. A. it h3s no real v rbal correspondences. lt men-
tions no rebel leader no hell. 
Gen. B is, of cour e, the most higllly developed of this group. 
The devil bas borrowed only his fetters from the descensus litera-
ture: for the rest Ile is a strong, majestic, idealized being. 
2. Semi-dramatic Group, or Plaints of Lucifer. 
It is characteristic of this group that the glory, pride, rebellion , 
and expulsion of the apostate angels are touched but lightly, while 
the torm nts and the utter hopelessness of hell form the constant 
theme. The enormity of LuC'ifer's crime could be adequately punished 
only in an eternity of woe. He can not repent or be forgiven. Man's 
s in is curable, Satan's is not; because Satan originated sin, and man 
was deceived (In terr. Sigew. 60.31f.). 
It is peculiar to these poems that they do not describe the con-
dition of the angels immediately after their fall, but .that after Christ's 
de cent into hell. ot only is the devil represented as bound (Sat. 
49; 324; 103; 157f. ; 444; Gu. 570; An. 1192; 137; El. 770-1; Cri. 562, 
•Cf. Sandrao;, De Carminibus Anglo-Saxonicis Caedmon! Adjudieati" Dis-
riui~ltlo. p. 51. 
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l."i39) and his fcllowers as having permission to rove about (Sat. 
~fl2-:l72: Gu. 176-19H; d . • Jul. 325ff.: Bl. 899; An. 116 ) ; but the devil 
c!pp!ores the fact that men are now in heaven (Sal. 4 tiff.; 143ff.) . In 
this r·ycle. too. the rebellion is quite uniformly conceived as being di-
l'f'<'lNI chiefly against the Son of Goel. 
ThP story is mostly told in dialogue or monologue, and the didac-
t i<' purpose. while net wanting in the other group (Oen. B 297-2!19: 
lfor/. J. is yet far more pronounced here. 
These poems form a speeial department in Old Engli h literl\-
turP and I eall them the Plaints of Lucifer. 
The following poems belong to this group: 
Plaints: 
l. Aldhelm's De Lucifero and D Lauclibus 1'irgi1111m. 
2. Nat. 1-33. 190-193. 34-74. 194-224: 
3. .. 225-315; 
l. .. 316-36;); 
ii. .. 366-664 ; 
II. " 665-733: 
7. 75-125; 
8. .. 126-159; 
!J. •. lfi0-1 9; 
10. 011. 529-656. 
" lncide.ntal allusions to the Fall in the manner of th Plaints: 
1. .111. 11 5-1194. 1376-13 5; 
2. Bl. 759-771 , 939-952: 
3. Cri. 55 ff.; cf. 1520ff. ; 
4. ,fu/. 41 -424; 
il. Pray!'r IV.54-57. 
The earlie t po ms in the vein cf the Plaints s em to be those or 
Aldhelm. H e has a ~'.;]die DC' Lucifero. /. c .. p. 267, in which Lucifer 
says: 
"O felix olim se1 vata lege Tonantis! 
Heu post hoc cecidi proterva mente superbus. 
ltio quapropter funestum perculit hostem." 
His r!escription of the Fall of the ngels (De La1uli/J11s Virgrnum. ib .. 
p. 211 ) is also informed with the ·'plaint" spirit. The high st angel 
had been the prin"e of the angels, Lurif r, the day-star of heaven. 
H e was adorned with the delightful beauty of nine precious stones, 
i. e. the angel hosts. (The stones were also omctimes fancied to be 
set in the crown of Lucif r .'') But in his black heart he r volved a 
terrible crime, since he began to be puffed up again t his reator and 
in his audacity desired to raise up his own tribunal in th North 
("ex Aquilone"), deceiving him elf into the b lief that he was like 
God and could qua! Him with his cwn powerQ. With bis venom he 
corrupted the battalions of heaven The rebellion of Lucifer and the 
other proud heaven-dwellers is unsuccessful, and they now, having 
fallen headlong, fill black hell (ib .. p. 211). Together with his so-
dality of parasites and apostate satellites be is deprived of happy 
heavenly com panionships and contemplation of God and hurled into 
the abyss (De Laude Virginitatis. ib .. p. lOf.) . A third portion of the 
stars has deserted the clime of heaven. only two hosts of bright con-
'Cf. l\Iax Dreye1. Dt.>r 'J'euft.>1 In der deu t 0 chen Dlchtung des ~littelal­
ter~ , Jl. 7. 
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stellations remain above (De Laudibus Virgin1im, ib., p. 211; the early 
chapters of The Boole of Enoch [ed. Lods, and Charles] r epeatedly 
speak of the fallen stars). . . 
Next comes the poem of which the Gu. A. insertion and th<> first 
Sat. poem (Sat. 1-33, 190-193, 34-74, 194-224) are redactions. The cor-
respondences are from compact sections in the latter poem. while in 
Gu. A. they are scattered over many lines; hence the first Bat. poem 
should be the older text. It was no doubt often recited and probably 
much varied, still the correspondences show that it retainer! some of 
its oldest features, esp. 11.20-33. Gu. A. dates itself approidmately; 
in ll.724ff. the poet says: 
Hwaet! we j:>issa wundra gewitan sindon: 
eall pas geeodon in ussera 
tida timan; forpon J:>aes tweogan ne pearf 
aenig. 
Ir, then, Gu. A was written shortly after the death of the saint. which 
took place A. D. 714, the first Sat. poem must be earlier. It contains 
quite a number of correspondences to the "Fall" section in Gen. A. 
Sat. 21: engla ordfruma ....... . 
" 22-24: duhte him on mode, 
pa.et hit mihte swa, j:>aet hie 
weron seolfe swegles bry-
tan, wuldres waldend. Him 
paes wirs gelamp. 
" 25: atole scref ............ . 
" 2 : saran sorge ............ . 
" 30f.: ac gedufan sceoldan in 
done deopan waelm, nidaer 
undaer nessas in done 
neowlan grund. 
" 37: pis is deostrae ham dear le 
gebunden. 
" 41: susel jlrowian ......... . 
" 42: wean and wergung (Gr.) 
Gen. 13: heora ordfruman. 
" 48: swa ea de meah tan. 
" 49: waldend. 
25f.: Haefdon giel p mice!, 
j:>aet hie wid drihtne dael3:n 
meahton wuldorfaestan w1c 
werodes prymme, sid and 
swegltorht. Him paer sar 
gelamp. 
" wraeclicne ham. 
39: witehus. 
44: raedlease hof. 
" 91: hearmlocan. 
" 75: sar and sorge. 
" 90f.: siddan wraecstowe wer-
ige gastas under hearmlo-
can heane geforan. 
76: pystrum bejleahte pearl 
aefterlean. 
75: susl j)rowedon. 
74: werige wunodon and 
wean cnd:on. 
Some. of the correspondences are striking and can hardly have been 
fortmtous. I assume, therefore, that the Gen. A. hymn was very gen-
erally known and recited when the first Sat. poem was composed, the latt~r. as it were, growing out of the former. The date of the first 
Plamt may thus be about A. D. 700. I am inclined to ascribe it to 
Aldhelm, who handled the "Fall" theme in Latin hexameters, wrote a 
Latin Plaint of Lucifer, and was thoroughly imbued with the spirit 
of the national poetry. 
The sorrows of Satan were manifeslly a useful subject for roonl( 
and pri.est and missionary, while they were not uninviting to the mere 
entertamer. The original Plaint wou!U be repeatedly rehearsed, varied, 
~xpanded, abbreviated; as occasion dem:mdecl, i t would be recited bY 
itself (Sat. 75-125, 126-159, 160-189), made the basis of pious exhorta-
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t ion (Sat. 1-224, 225-315, 316-365), used to set off the descensus story 
(Nat. 444-456), or woven into other poems (Gu .. An .. El., Ori., Jul .. 
. t ud.). As a result, numerous variants of the old Plaint arose. On 
1 his supposition we can explain the Sat. poems as applying the prin-
ciple of variation on a grand scale (cf. ten Brink, I. c., 1.102). H ten 
Brink ( ib. 103) thinks that an early age could not have spoken as do 
these poem·s, it suffices to refer to so early a Plaint as Aldhelm's 
])c L1wifero, and to ask how the late age that produced Oen. B could 
~prak as do the e poems. Moreover, while Cynewulf gives the Fall 
of the Angels only a passing notice, be is deeply impressed with the 
Rtock ideas of the Plaints. His devil is that of the Plaints, and so is 
his hell. It will suffice to compare El. 759-771 with Gu. A 603-60 . 
li~8-fl52 and the Plaints. Cynewulf's sio 1cerge sceolu. El. 762 is the 
8<'.1/lrligra scolu, Gu. 175, the earm sceada in fyrlocan feste gebunden, 
Sat. :i7L, the gnornende cynn, at. 134. Fah. El. 763 reminds of Sat. 
97: /lcolstorhofu, El. 763 of Sat. 101; in rlracan faerrme. El. 765 of aet 
hcllc rlurn draca11 earcligad. , at. 98. Cf. El. 942 with Sat. 91; El. 
!l411-7 with Sat. 68f.: wergdu. El. 951 with Sat. 89; icicterhycgende, El. 
931 with Gu. 635; bescufcrt. El. 942 with Gu. 605, 647; Sat. 445; in Jiam 
J>.11stram ham. Jul. G 3 with /1is is deostrae ham, Sat. 38; to dissum 
rlimman ham. Sat. 111; pain neolan scraefe, Jul. 6 4 with paet atole 
sc'l'aef. Sat. 26, 73, 12:!; in pis neo1cle 11enip, Sat. 1 0, cf, 446, 102.-An. 
11 S:i-119-1 shows correspondences to the descensus Plaints, especially to 
Sat. 75-124. Eart ctii fag 1cid aorl. An. 11 8; fr eo1n fall tcirt aod., at. 
!l7;-lleolstor. An. 1191; rtaes /ieolstrcs. Sat. 101.-clamme. An. 1192; 
u·ifrs clam, Sat. 103;-Satan. An. 1193; Satanus. Sat. 371, etc.-Jud. 
112-121 is al~o manifestly built up out of the Plaints. 
The great number of Plaints preserved in ,CJ.at. attests the favor 
in which they continued to be held. The idea of the fettered devil in 
Urn. B probably arose independently of the Plaints; but the short 
narrative of the fall of the angels, Gen. 736-750, seems to show their 
influence: cf. on heofonrice heahrtetimbro, Gen. 739; in heofon111n 
11rallgctimbracl, Sat. 29; hniga11 mirt heafrlu m halgu1n clrihtne, Gen. 237, 
742: to /1aem ae/Jelan hnigan him sanctns . .. at. 240. Sal. 449-474 de-
scribes hell in the manner of the Plaints and would seem to be based on 
these and on Oen. B. 
In conclusion, I venture the suggestion that in Sat. 1-365 we may 
have a collection and arrangement of Plaints made for the purpose or 
dramatic recitation. A priest probably recited the introduction and 
exhortations, some other eccl ~U! tic or some layman might take the 
role of Satan, and a choir the parts of Satan's followers. Practically 
the same material later makes up some of the :\tirarle Plays. 
C. PERSISTENCE OF THE :'1-IOTIVE. 
The theme of the Fall of the Angels can be traced to the very 
dawn of the Elizabethan age. The two currents we have observed, viz .. 
the epical narratives and the plaints of woebegone Lu<'ifer, in th 
course of time form one stream, which is not very materially modified 
by later affluents. Aelfric, indeed, in his treatment of the subject" 
seems to follow the Gen. poems;• yet when speaking of the d vii, he 
also makes abundant use of the language of the Plaints. The Wulf-
stan homilies combine the epical type and the plaint type of the "Fall" 
•De Y<•t. Test., ed. Grein. p. ~; Ifrx·wmeron. l'd .• 'orman, §§ I. 10. 11; 
Hom. I:lOf .. 31, 17~. 34~f., 540. 
'C"f. Hammerich. l. c., 43 note. 
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sto1y, pp. 8, 145. The Cursor Jiuncli ' has a very circumstantial ac-
count of the Fall of Lucifer and his fellows. It seems almost certain 
that the author knew Gen. B: but he also speaks of th e fallen an!!:Pls 
as being condemned to dwell, some in earth, some in air. bearing great 
torment, 491ff., and introduces the new feature that it is Michael who 
rises to fight against the rebel and casts him out, 469fl'. According to 
the Cursor, the distance Satan fell is, as "bede sais," 7700 years at 40 
mil s a day, 507ff. Turning to the religious drama, we find in the 
York Mystery Plays, edited by Miss Lucy Toulmin Smith , thP Uarkers' 
Play cf "The Creation; and the Fall of Lucifer." In tlrn first l':Cene. 
Lurifer, being very glorious, grows proud, and immed iately sink; into 
the abyss; the second scene presents the devil's "plaints" in hell: and 
in the third scene, Goel creates man to take the place left vacant by 
the apostate angels. To mention only one more instance. WP finrl 8ir 
David Lindsay handling our motive in lines 865tI. of "The i\lonarch if';" 
Lucifer, growing proud of his glory, would set his seat into tlw i-.:orth 
and incurs God's ire. Many fall wilb him, of whom some arP in hell, 
rnme in the sea, some in the earth, some in the air. 
'H.c., t-<l. :.\lorri~. JI. 411-510. 
CHAPTER Il. 
THE FALL OF l\TAN . 
. \ .. \ BRIEF OUTLINE OF POPE GREGORY'S DOCTRINE. 
Gt egory adopted the literal interpretation of the Gen ·sis aec·oum 
(.\fur. XXXI l. Moved by envy (J!or. XXX. c. I), the devil, by the 
lying: ton?;ue of the serpent. sought to deprive man of his immortality 
( l!o,-. I\'. c. 9). He tempted our first parents to "gula," "vana gloria, 
"rt•aritia" (Erang. I. Hom. Hi). In the act of sinning Gregory <tis· 
1ingui»hed "suggeslio," ·'drlectatio." "consen~us." "defensionis auclacia · 
< .ltr.r. l V. c. 2i). Thus sin arose from Satan's deception (J!or. XXX! 11. 
('. 2.;). Yet Adam's sin was vol untary, for he poosessed the "liher 1m 
arliitrium•· (.l!or. III. c. 14; XVII. c. 30), and yet consented to pride 
.Jlor. XIX. r:. 1, 8; XXIX. c. 8; VIi l. c. 32). Still man's fall was not so 
griPvous as that of the angels. inasmuch as be was tempted. 
BPde also has very much to say c·oncerning the fall of man. :\Ian's 
hocly was created out of the dust of the ground, but his soul "!le nihilo." 
hot h on the sixth day of the world (De Raum Xatura. c. 2). "decima 
Kalenclarnm Aprilium die" (Dr Temp. Rat., c. 66). ;\larch 23. A~ 
Quite generally in Latin calendars.' Bede makes the 1 th day of . larch 
the "(lies primus saeculi," on th supposition that the world was C"re-
atecl in spring, and that the vernal equinox, :\larch 21, fell not on the 
firH day of the world, but en the fcurth, "quo luminaril. sunt facta•· 
( lJr '!'<·mp. Rat .. c. 6; De Dil'i~io11ib11s Temp .. c·. 9). The parallel be· 
twepu Adam's fall and Christ's work of red mption sen·es to mark the 
ch ronology of Adam's stay in Paradise. Adam fell on the day of hi.,, 
creation in the sixth hour, the hour in whirll Christ and the penitent 
malrfactor entered Paradise (Piper. l. c .. p. 9; Bede. 111 :rr.emrron. 1. act 
Gen. 3).-ln answer to the question why God permitted man to he 
temptrcl. whom he knew re:tdy to yield to temptation, Bede, quoting 
Augustine, ~ays that it wonlrl have been but little laudable had man re· 
mained good without being tempt d: before he submitted to the tem1>1· 
er, a {'€rtain "elatio comprimenda" had preceded in Adam's mind; the 
devil {'ame through the serpent, because he could come in no o ~1er 
guise than was permitted him ( Hr.rae111, Lib. I, l\tigne 91.53). Adam 
was beth mortal and immortal: mortal by nature; immortal by the 
grace of God, bad he not sinned, but obeyed the commandment of Goel 
<De Sex Dicn1m Creation<' Liller. l\tigne 93.217). l\Ian is mortal. be-
<'ause Goel withdraws from him (He.raem. I. :\!igne 91.4 ). It wa · 
not the case that there was any evil inh rent in the forbidden tree: 
the evil consi ted in man's despising the divine precept; thus man 
learnt the good of obedience, and the evil of disobedience, of pride, 
1 PipC'r. Kalendai ien. p. I. 
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contumacy, and perverse imitation of God (Hexaem. I, Migne nJ .17) · 
Satan, filled with envy (I John 3, Migne 93.102), used the serpent as 
bis instrument, filling it as the vates of old was filled by a dcmou 
(Gen. 3, Migne 91.211). He approached man with three templations. 
to "gula," "vana gloria," "avaritia" (Matth. 4, Migne 92.20). Gnilt 
is laid on the man, because he sinned wittingly, preferring to offend 
with his wife to persevering in the obedience of God (Aliquot Q11rws-
tion11 m Liber. Migne 93.470). As a punishment of the sin of the pro-
topla ts, their eyes were o"penecl, i. e., the sensual nature awoke, hence 
they sought to cover their nakedness wilh fig leaves.2 In the Ascetica 
Dul>ia (l\Iigne 94.547) Adam is said to have lived in Paradise fifteen 
years, Eve fourteen. A quaint analysis of Adam's transgression is 
given, ib .. 556: "Haec sunt peccata Adae, quae et originalia sunt. 
Primum peccatum fuit superbia, quia dilexit earn in sua potestate plus 
quam D i; secunclum, sacrilegium. quia Deo non crediclit; tertinm, 
homi<'idium, quia semetipsum peccando occidit; quartum, fornira· 
tionem spiritaliter habuit, quia integritatem mentis corrupit: qn~n­
tum. furtum. quia cibum prohibitum attigit; sextum. avaritia. qnia 
1ilus quam clebuit appctivit; septimum, gula, quia vetitum fructum 
com <lit." . 
1 '>tmerons Scripture passagPs could be drawn on for th rs sub-
ject: Gen. 2; 3; Wisd. 10.1; 2 Cor. 11.3; Rev. 12.9: 20.2; Col. 2.15; Ro. 
16.20; 1 John 3. ; John .44; 1 Tim. 2.14; Ecclus. 10.13; etc. 
Latin models, treatiLg the Fa 11 of Man, also were numerous. Am-
brose treats of lbe Fall of Man in De Paracliso LibPr Un us ( i\1igne 
H.275ft.) and bas a homily De primo A<lani et secundo (Migne 17.691). 
in which the two trees are contrasted,-a favorite subject. In the 111-
stru<"liones of Commodian (Migne 5.227) we find a composition De 
liuno vitae et mortis. a verse to each letter of the alphabet. contrasting 
Adam and bis tree with Christ and the tree of the Cross. Cf. Aldhelm's 
De Jlalo Arbore. A Jle/ru m in Genesin, ascribed by some to Hilarius of 
Aries, treats of creation, paradise, the fall, its consequences, e. g., hail, 
tempests. wars. etc. (Migne 50.1287-1292). Tbe Commentariornm in 
Genesin Libri Trcs of Cl. M. Victor ( Tigne 61.937ff.) a poem d scribing 
paradise, the fall. etr., belongs here. A vitus is perhaps best Jrnown 
for his Dr Initio JJ1mcli, De Oriuinali Percato. De SPntentia De1 
(.ligne 5!l). Prudentius. Hamartiyenia (Migne 59), and JuYencus. 
Lil>f'r in Genes in. c. 1-3 (~ligne 19.3~5f.), also deserve mention . 
B. TREAT.JENT OF THE MOTIVE I THE POETRY. 
I. THE LATI1 POEMS OF ALDHELM A D ALCVIN. 
Aldhelm and, lat r, Alcuin wrote a few verses on the fall of man. 
Gregory had found that Satan t mpted Adam and Eve to "gula." "vana 
gloria." "avaritia." Aldhelm's conception is similar. He says the proto-
plast fell into the whirlpool of gluttony ("gastrimargia," De La11<lib11s 
l'irginitatis. l . c .. p. 11); again the pestiferous dragon gluttony, here 
perhaps identified with Satan, brings the first earth-dwellers to their 
fall (ib., p. 12) . As to covetousness, Aldhelm quotes St. Paul that it 
is tile root of all evil (De Octo Prine. Vitt .. ib .. p. 207.7). Of vain glory 
he says: "Haec protoplastum pellexit fraucle colon um" ( ib., p. 209.30) · 
There is a marked poetic touch in the riddle in which be describes tile 
leading facts of the "prisca ruina," viz., the first parents succumbing to 
2 Cf. \\'~rner. Bula ch•r Ehrwuerdig-e. p. 156. 
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the arts of the wicked one and accepting from the forbidden tree its 
"<111 Jc-ia rnala," as well as the return of blessedness by the expiatory 
rlPath of the Lord of the world on the tree; it is a dream of the Holy 
R ood in embryo (De Malo Arbore. l. c .. p. 260). For the idea A. was 
11roh<J.hly indebted to Ambrose or Commodian (see above). 1 append 
the pOE'rn from Giles: 
Fausta fui primo mundi nascentis origo 
Donec prostratus succumberet arte maligni: 
Ex me tune priscae processit causa rumae. 
Dulcia quae rudibus tradebam mala colonis. 
En iterum mundo testor remeasse salutem, 
Stipite de patulo dum penderet arbiter orbis, 
Et poenas lueret soboles veneranda Tonantis. 
The following verse3 are found among Alcuin's Carmi11a (l\ligne 
101.737): 
DE PEC ATO E\'.\E. 
Evam viperea vetitum decerpere pomum 
Invidus arte parat, tentataque nescia fraudis, 
Credidit infelix sacro [or socio?] peritura marito. 
DE POf;;\".\ PRI ~!ORl \[ P .\RE:-;TL\L 
Pellibus accinctis peccati signa ferentes. 
Poenarum farouli, linquunt felicia regua: 
Semper amica pi1s, peccantPs respuit, aula. 
II. THE OLD ENGLISH POETRY. 
The Old English poems on the Fall of l\lan fall into two groups: 
1. TnE EPIC.IL GRot P. 
i. Oen. A 16!!-234, 852-964; 
ii. Gen. B 338- 51. 
i. Gu. R 791- 50, 947f., 953-969; 
ii. Pl1oen. 393-423; 
iii. ('ri. 13 0-1419: 
iv. Sat. 410-421, 478-1 
V. ,Ju/. 494-505. 
1. Tnt: EPrc.1r. Giion>. 
Gen. A. 169-'.!34 describes the creation of Eve. and Parad1~ . Ex· 
rept in the recital of the perfections of the first parents. 187-191. and 
their blissful abode, 206-215, the poet narrowly paraphrases the Bible. 
The story of the temptation and fall is missing. In II. 52·964, the con· 
sequences of the fall are portrayed in close connection with Oen. 
3.8-24. \Vere the section that treated of the fall of man still extant, 
it would probably be found (to judge from what remains of the poem) 
to have been Jes a metrical homily of the type represented by Gu .. 
Pl10P11.. and Cd. than a poetical paraphrase similar to Oe11. B and ear-
lier Latin metrical stories of the fall of man, e. g., Juvencus, Lib r i11 
Genesim, c.1-3. In Gen. B 338- 51, the tory of the fall is told with epic breadth 
and dramatic force. The source, though much looked for, has not 
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been found. Sievers (Der Hclian<l u. cl. ags. Genesis, p. 18-'.!l l nol<'s 
parallel touches in Avitus, De Origine 11J11ncli. but (p. 22) concerlPs lnm-
self nonplussed for an exact Lalin source. Hii::incher, too. (.I 11f1li11 
8.41- 4) and Jovy (Bonner Bcitr. z1tr Anglistik. Heft VJ offer tne \·111-
gate and nothing mere. Hence the author of Gen. B. though of rnlll'se 
conversant with the traditional views on the great transgression ,.,.i 
dently produced his work, not as a direct tran lator or paraphr,1"t il11t 
as a poet. While the contents of the fragment are too familiar 10 be 
given again withont apology, a few details claim our ncticP. Thus 
not Satan, but his emissary tempts the inhabitants of paradbP, a de-
vice which already Sandras ( /. c .. p. 67) ti aced to Gregory and Hahhini<-
lore. 1''errell (I. c .. p. 20) observes that the de vi J's minion equip him· 
self like an A.-S. warrior. There is, of course, no ground for suRp '1 i _g 
heathenism (as Ferrell does, I. c .. p. 20) in the manifestly Bi bli I 
touch of the fiend's twining himself arcund the tree of death in thP 
guise of a Eerpent. It shonld be noted also that Adam doe not ;;11r· 
r nder at last to Eve, as Merlin to Vivien, "half from Jove and hair 
from w ariness," as Brooke wonlrl have it (I. 1· .• p. 311 J. nor was i 1 
d ire that cauEed Eve to stumble, but both erred in an apparent con-
flict of duties. The devil's messenger 1epresenting himself as God's 
envoy and corroborating his claim, as it Eeemed. by endowing Eve 
with superior power to hear and see. the woman first and at last her 
spouse were convinced that the fiend spoke the truth and. for fear of 
being disloyal to God. became EO. The poet. it thus appears. si>ledecl 
the Teutonic conception of loyalty to account for the disloyalty of the 
first parents. Ferrell (I. 1·. p. 39) speaks of this motive as one '"to 
which Sievers !l. c .. p. 22) wag the first to call attention.·• But ai-
r ady Sandras had done thi~ ( l. c .. p. 74). 
2. Tm. Ho~nr.t:Ttc.\r. GROl"I'. 
The author of Gu. B. taking up a sugge3tion in his Latin ~onrce 
<Felix, Vita sanr-ti Gutlllad, r. fl), introduces into his work a re(·ital 
of the creation and fall of man. 791-850. Wanley (Cata/. p. 281 > men-
tions this s ction separately from Gu. proper and says it treatR "de 
creatione hominis et Japsu ejus." Lefevre (Anglia G.228) mentions this 
section uncler "Erweiterungen der quelle gegeniiber". 
Jn Plloen. 3!13-423. the narrative of the Fall is found as an intro-
duction to the alleg;orical improvement of the Phoenix story, and i>. 
no more closely related to the m·ain story than in Gu. 
In Cri. 13 0-Hl!l. Christ at the .Judgment confronts the unjust with 
the story cf their sin including the Fall. 
In .'at. 410-421, 47 -48 . Eve and Christ refer to the Fall. after the 
latter has appeared in hell to deliver the saints. 
In Jul. 49Hi05, the devil at the heroine's bidding narrates his 
wicked doings on earth and among other things confesses that he de-
e ived Adam and Eve. 
a. Thought Analysis. 
i. cmparison of Ori .• Gu .. Phoen. 
The sequence cf thoughts is the same in these poems. 
1. Praise of the perfections of man and his surroundings in the 
unfallen state. 
Ori. 13 0-1392: Goe! made man with his hands of day, gave him 
a living soul and endowed him with intellect, honoring him above all 
other creatures. In appearance man was the image of God, who gave 
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him nn ahundanc-e of good things and dominion over all nature. Dark 
WOI' was unknown, man was placed in the fair earth to enjoy the rich 
lttxttrian<"e of neorxnawong. 
<l11. 7!11-813: It is well known thal God, the almighty King, formed 
fir~t m111 of the purest earth. That was the beginning of human kind, 
a hl·autiful creation, fair and pleasant. Adam our father was first 
mad•>. Ii,· the grace of Geel, in neorxnawong. There was no want, no 
lo~s of life or joy or plenty, no death; bul there man might live with-
out an,· fattlt. and long enjoy the new delights. There in that radiant 
hon1•' hP need never expect life and felicity to end; but after a time 
both l:ody and soul were to enter the fairer bliss of heaven, and there 
rlwPI' without death in the presence of God in pleasures forevermore. 
l'li"''ll. 393-398: We have heard that tbe Almighty made man and 
woman a1hl placed them in the fairest region on earth, called by the 
ehildn n of men 11<'orx11aiconr1. where there was no \a.('k or anything 
that promoted happiness. (The entire first part of the poem, esp. 
11.1-Sl. C'ontains a picture of the land of innocence, the sunny land-
sc·app first e\ouded by man's transgression.) 
:!. The rnndition of the continuance of this blissful state. 
('ri. !3!l3-6 implies that the Creator had given a C'ommanctment, to 
keep which meant life. 
flu. 814-81 G gives the condition, "if they would ke p the Holy One's 
wore! and eommantlment". 
l'l111c11. 39 -400: So long as they kept the word of the Eternal and 
Holy One. That the commandment was to retrain from eating a cer-
tain fruit only comes out later in Gu. and Phoen. 
:J. The temptation by the devil. 
('ri. 1394-1396. 1405; Gu. 81 , 822; Plloe11. 400-2, 413-5. 
4. :\lan·s disobedience and fall. 
Cri. 1393-1405 : !\lan would not do Goers bidding, but broke His 
C"Ommaurlment. listening to bis enemy rather than to his 'realer; 
thouµ;h he had received good things in abundance, he yet through 
J>riclf' was not <'Ontent therewith, but yearner! to rossess power equal 
to that ot Goel. 
Ou. anrl Pliocn. merely mention the disobedience and the outward 
aC't. looking more to tJ,e com;equenc·es. 
Ou. 816- 22: They wearied too soon oi doing the Ruler's will. The 
man's wife took the forbidden fruit, plucking it from the t1·ee contrary 
to the word of the Kin:; of glory, and ga>e her husband the death-
bearing fruit. 
Pho<'n. 402-404: They both unwisely against the grace of God took 
the forhiclden apple. 
5. The punishment. 
Cri. 1401-1414: Then man was far r moved from that joy. Mourn-
ful in mind, he needs must give up the beauty of 11eorr1101cong. both 
bacl and ~acl be shorn of all excellence and joy, and then driven into the 
dark world, where be since endured many hardships. pain and sore 
distress, black death; and after his departure must fall headlong to 
hell. There was none to suC'cor. 
Gu. 822-850: With the first sin death ntered the world, Paradise 
was lost to Adam and Eve and all their ot!cipring, and the devil reigned 
throughout the earth. That was a bitter drink that Ev . young bride, 
pres ntecl to Adam. 
Phoen. 404-420: Then came misery to them after that sorry feast, 
and to th ir descendants likewise, their sons and daughters. God·s 
anger was upon them, dire sorrow. Their children since pay the pen-
:>lty, because they took the food contrary to God's word. Hence 
through the serpent's envy they must give up the joy of their home. 
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and sojourn in this valley of death in sadder abode. Tbe bettPr life 
was concealed, and the holy plain was for many years fast enclosed. 
6. Hope. 
Ori. H15ff.: It grieved Christ that his handiwork shoulcl rPm1rn 
in the power of the fiends. He became man, etc. 
Gu. 501!.: Guth lac an'! others nevertheless lived as saints though 
subject to death. 
Phoen. 420-423: The King of glory, by His coming to meet the 
saints, again revealed the joy of men; He is the comforter of the sor-
rowful , their only hope. 
ii. Sat. 410-421, 478-488. 
With these three poems should be compared Sat. 410-421. 478-4 8, 
which will be found to differ only in slight details and the sPqnPnce 
of ideas. Christ by his power first created Adam and his noble sponse. 
He set in neorxnau:ong a tree whose branches bore apples. ThP first 
parents ate the bright fruit, as the wicked one, the attendant of hell, 
bade them. The terrible one gave them both wicked thonghts. They 
disregarded the Savior' word, eating the terrible thing. For this cause 
they received the burning pit, 478-488. Eve's description of the fall 
is virtually the same. She says that she one time offendNl the etprnal 
Lord, when she and Adam took the apples through the serpent's envy. 
as they should never have done. The terrible one taught them that 
they would own glory, a holy borne, heaven. They believed the words 
of the accursed one, and with their hands took of the holy tree the 
bright fruit. They were bitterly requited when they were C'ompellecl 
to suffer in that hot den many thousand years, 410-421. Eve heseeches 
the Lord to lead her and her kindred up out of that placP. 422-425, and 
Christ declares that it grieved him to see His handiwork uffering 
prison fetters. Neither man nor angel was able to succor. hence He 
became man, etc., 4891'1'. 
iii. Summary. 
These four versions obviously represen t a type of the "Fall" story 
distinct from that of Gen. B. They are neither far removed from, nor 
paraphrases of, the Scripture narrative. In all, the delights. or 
ncorrnau;ong are detailed with evident r elish . In all, the disobedient 
heart, led by the tempter's guile, is briefty but emphatically s~;:etche~, 
while the ccnven ient story of the two trees and the serpents intei-
view with the woman are barely alluded to. In all, God's visit to t~e 
garden, the hi::ling cf Adam and Eve through fear, the curses, ai.~ 
wanting, while the loss of Eden and the r eign of <leath and the <lP.v1 
are <lm:::ribed al Inge. In all finally the hope is held out of salvat JO~ 
through trist. Certain diff~rences 'of course, there are. 'fhu~. Cn. 
13801'1' .. the descrir,tion of Paradise is nearer to the Bible than 111 !be 
other ra es. Gu. 794f., man is f ormed out of the pnrest earth. • 4~ 1~ 
481ff., the story of the tree is most plainly told. Pl!oen 400. 401. , ' 
bring out di stinctly the idea of the serpent's envy. mentioned also 'at. 
457. Cri. 1400ff. man's desire for godlikeness is described . Gu. S-lOff .. 
Eve presents to Adam a bitter drink. Still these are mino~ ditt'.erences. 
and I repeat that in all the versions the same ideas occur m m1•1ch the 
same order and rounded off in the same way. The treatment is lync 
and didactic. Clearly the purpose is not a picturesque portrayal of the 
Fall such as that of Gen. B. 
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b. Verbal Correspondences. 
:\ more detailed comparison of these sections reveals very close 
verhn I l'Orrespondences, surprisingly close between Ou. B . and Phoen. 
In t hP8e the poet in each case refers to common report and in the nar-
rat iYP the thoughts are the same, their sequence is th~ same, often the 
worrls are the same. 
Gu. 7fl1 f.: daet is wide cud wera 
cneorissum, folcum ge-
fraege. 
7!l2-[): paette frymj:>a god pone 
aerestan aelda cynnes 
of paere claenestan, 
<'Yning aelmibtig, fol-
dan geworbte. 
IH!l: on neorxna wong .... . 
7!l9f.: j)aer him naenges waes 
willan onsyn. 
Phoen. 393: Habbap we geascad. 
393-7: paet se aelmihliga 
worhte wer and wif j:>urh 
bis wundra sped and bi pa 
gesette on pone selestan 
foldan sceata, pone flra 
bearn nemnad neorxna 
wong. 
397f.: paer him naenges 
waes eades onsyn. 
Plloe11. then says no more of the plenty and bliss of Paradise, but 
Gu. ('Onlinues to 1.813, enlarging on its pleasures, the absen e of death, 
the leohtan ham. where man might live until body and soul togeth r 
should go to heaven to be ever in the Lord's presence. 
The two come together again when speaking of the condition under 
which this blissful state was to be continued,. 
Gu. 814-6: 
gif hy halges word bealdan 
woldun beorht in breostum 
and his bebodu laestan aefnan 
on ectle. Hy to aer apreat, 
paet by waldendes will'lln 
laesten. 
805: niwra gefeana .. . .... . 
818-822: .................... . 
822-850: ............. .... .. . 
20: of er word god es ....... . 
79 : j:>urh est godes ... - .. . . 
819: blede forbodene and of 
beame ahneop .... _ .... - ... -
826: byra bearnum swa, eaf-
erum aefter .... .. . ........ . 
33f.: ongyldan godscyldge 
~yrn. 
822: gyf\ ............... - .. . 
Phoen. 39 -400: pend n eces word, 
balges b leoporcwide heal-
dan woldan on pam niwan 
gefean. 
400: niwan gefean. 
400-404. 
404-420. 
403: ofer est godes. 
402: beam es bled . 
404: byrgdon forbodene. 
405f.: hyra eaferum swa 
sarlic sy'mbel, sunum and 
dobtrum. 
410: gyrne onguldon. 
410: gyfl. 
With Gu. B and Phocn. I next compare Ori.: 
Ori. 1390: 
" da ic pe on pa faegran foldan 
gesette .. ....... ........ . · · · 
" J 391: to neotenne neorxna-
wonges ................ _ ... . 
Phoen. 395: 
and bi pa gesette on pone 
selestan foldan sceata. 
Gu. 04f.: longe neotan niwra 
gefeana. 
1393f.: da du lifes word laes-
tan noldes ac min bibod 
braece. 
1407: agiefan geomormod .... 
" 1409f.: bidrifen wurde on pas 
peostran worulde .......... . 
" 1415: da mec ongon hreowan, 
jlaet min hondgeweorc, etc. 
81Hf. 
Phoen. 398f. : 
412: geomormode ofgi efa11 
Gu. 828f.: scofene wurdon on gP 
winworuld. 
, at. 489: )la me gereaw, paet mi n 
handgeweorc. etc. 
Even the Jul. passage, though short , shows connection: 
Cri. 1392: beorhtne blaed welan .. 
Phoen. 404[.: )Jaer him bitter 
weard yrmpu aefter aete 
and hyra eaferum swa. 
.Jul. 503: beorhtne bold we Ian . 
" 503f.: paet him baem geweant 
yrmpu lo ealdre and hyra 
eaferum swa. 
c. R esults. 
The correspondence!'; between these poems both in thought anti 
phrase compel th conclusion that they are related. They do not seem 
to be mutually dependent. but to re;:t on the same source, namely some 
very familiar story of the Fall. This prcbably was not the Scripture 
narrative alone, although that was well known. Lections from Gl'll P· 
sis. inc·luding the story of the Fall, were appointed for January alrea<ly 
in the Comes of Jerome (. ligne 30.490). The source, in all probability. 
was a well-known vernacular homily on the Fall.or Bible story with com-
ment, that was taught to the cate ·humens, recited before the rongre-
gation. and otherwise told. At all events a poem on the subject mu~t 
have existed before either Gu. B. or the Phoen. wa<> written. The au-
thor of PJzoe11. quoted from this poem 11.393-423 to [Jrepare for the 
allegory. Gu. 7!Jl- 50 is so loosely eonnected with the main story, that 
air ady Wanley (SPe above) treated it as as parate [Joern . There was 
a hint in the Latin rita. c. :>, for tbe poet to elaborate. But that hint 
was amply improved, Gu. 953-969. If ir.deed 11.791- 50 are the work 
of the aulhcr of Ou. B. I can account for th m only in this way: Th<' 
author had read the Vita. c. 5, ai:d composed among other things I l.!!~3 -
969, and while hi'! mind was still dwelling on th e thought of man 's 
inevitable death. the wages of his sin, be expandecl this thought into 
11.791- 50, using once more the figure of the cup Eve gave to Adam . 
But it i far more likely that he bethought himself of an old h omily or 
hymn, and, when he began lo write down his musings, commenced wirh 
that, put Into it at II. 37- 44, a touch of his own from 953ff., and 
shaped the close so as to lead over to the Gu. theme. 
PERSJSTE1 E OF THE l\!OTIVE. 
The motive of the Fall of l\Ian is, of course, kept alive in the 0. E. 
homilists ( f. Aelfric, De Vet. Test .. p. 3; Hexaem. § 17; Hom. I. 16, 18, 
176;-Bl. Hom., p. 23;-Wulfslan, p. 9, 69). The Cursor Mun(li de-
scribes atan's schem lo ruin man. The devil is envious. because 
Adam is to o cupy the vacant plac in heav n, and sends a messenger, 
who choose the adder lo assail Eve and through her Adam, II. 711-754. 
When Adam had left Eve alone a little while, the tempter approached 
her; she yields. Adam likewise, and the fiend rejoices, II. 755-822. In 
the Totcneley Plcy on "The Creation" Lucifer, after the creation of Adam 
and Eve, speaks of the tenth order that fell from heaven through pride. 
who e place man is to take, etc. The play on "The Fall of Man" is lost. 
Sir David Lindsay, too, I. c .. II. 857-1186 speaks "of the miserabyll trans-
gressioun of Adam." 
CHAPTER 111. 
SATAN, THE FALLEN ARCHANGEL. 
A. A BRIEF OUTLI E OF GREGORY'S DOCTRINE. 
TlJP Satan dogma was practically fixed in the writings cf Pope Greg-
ory. flf' <'llls the evil one Behemoth, Leviathan. devil, Satan, the old 
enPmy. the malign spirit, the apo!;tate angel, a stupid animal, the 
Wi<'kPrl rlragon. a swift bird. The devil was the first created, most 
f'minPnt of angels (Evan(}. II. Hom. 34; JJor. XXXIl. c. 23). Through 
prirlP hP loses reverent fear. aims at independence and dominion for 
hirnsPlf. anrl thus loses all his former dignity (.IJ01·., XI. c. 2; XXXl\ . 
c. 21 l. He can not rise from his darkness to the light of repentance, 
and c<>n not hope to be fo rgiven (J!or. IV. c. 4; XXXll. <'. 23). Y this 
angPli<' nature towers above that of men (Mor. XXXV. c. 20), he has 
lo~t the blessedness. but not the greatness of his nature (Mor. XXIV. 
c. 211: XXXII. c. 12. 15). He is the or iginator of all wiC'kednes among 
angels and men (Rvong. II. Hom. 16). He takes pleasure in tempting 
men hy lying promises (}for. IV. c. 9). He is the murderer from the 
beginning ( E1•ang. II. !Join. 25). Only the eleC't, since the d ath of 
Chri5t. ran resist him by humility, patience. and penitence Dior. l V. 
c. 5). He exercises his power under God's permission only (.1Jo1-. 
XXXIl. c·. 24; XIV. c. 3 ). 
Gregory distinguishe three periods of Satan's dominion. Before 
Chri~t he had a rightful (')aim upon all men, they all followed him fr e-
ly, being bound in sin and gu il t ( .llor. II. c. 22 J. God from just cause 
gave this dominion to the wicked one (.l!or. II.<'. 10). 
The second "period begins with Christ. Through Him th devil 
loses his right in man and his power over him (Jtur. I. c. 24, 26; Ill. 
<'. 15, 16). God curbs his power (Jlor. XXXII. <'. 15). He C'an no 
longer rule over sain ts as his posses ion, but C'an only per cut e th m 
outwardly (Mor. XVII. c. 32). But he still holds the hearts of unbe-
lievers. To this extent h e is bound. 
In the third period. at the end of the world, he will be Joos d again 
and return as Antichrist to attack men with all bis fury (Mor. IV. c. 
9). Antichrist is a man of the tribe of Dan (Mo1-. XXXI. c. 24), in 
whom the devil fully dwells. He is thus the counterpart of the in-
carnate Logos. He is therefore "reprobus, perditus. damnatus homo, 
quern in fine mundi apostata angelus assumet' ' (Mor. XIII. c. 10). He 
is the greatest of sinners, the personification of sin, the vessel of per-
dition (Mor. XIV. c. 21) . He will appear in pride and power and 11 r-
form many miracles ; but men will n ot be able to refut him , because 
be will come in the guise of holiness (Mor. XV. c. 3 ; XXXII. c. 15). 
Wicked men be will set to rule over the world , especially over all those 
who are of a carnal mind (Mor. XV. c. 61) . Taking possession o! the 
souls of the reprobate, be will rage with exquisite cruelty again t the 
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bodies of the saints (Mor. XXXlI. c. 15), and even Enoch and him''· 
returning in their mortal bodies, will now meet death (]for. XI\·. <' 
23). The reprobate will be led to believe that they are servin~ 1,od 
(Mor. XXXI v. c. 2) . Antichrist recei es this great power on a<'connt 
of men's sins, whereby they serve him (Mor. XXV. c. 16). T he C'hur<·h 
at that time will seem to be almost dead; yet this exaltation of the 
devil is only for a season (Mor. XII. c. 43; XXXII. c. 15). At the 
advent of the Judge be will fall (11for. XXX. c. 3). The Lord wi II sla~· 
him by the breath of his mouth with the eternal death, anrl <iarl\IH'"-' 
will be his habitation forever (Jfor. XIV. c. 23; XX.XII. c. J 5 l. Satan·s 
first punishment was the darkness of error, the last the rlar lrnes~ and 
torment of hell (llfor. IV. c. 5). His punishment increases as his wi<·I\· 
dness bas increasea (Mo1·. XXTX. c. 8). He will be com mitlPd to 
eternal oblivion and torment (Mor. IV. c. 4, 5). Together with only his 
angels and reprobate men he goes down, his power is compl ete ly 11rok!'n 
(Mor. IV. c. , 9). Then will he and all men recognize th e s upPrior it y 
of God (Mor. XXXIII. c. 20). 
Aldhelm (l. c., pp. 144, 210) and Bede (Luke 14, Migne !l2 . ~ 11 I 
agr e with Gregory in asserting that during the fir t period of h is his· 
tory the devil was the ruler of the earth. But Christ dest roycrl his 
kingdom and power (Aldh. , !. c., p. 144). By the death of Christ Satan 
forfeited his claim on man (Pope Boniface in Bede, JJ. E . I I. 11 l . ln 
His descensus Christ liberated the saints, bound Satan, and cu rtailed 
his influence. The devil now has less power over Christians. Th rough 
confession in Baptism little children are delivered from the rl eYil (Hede. 
Matth. 15, Migne 92.76), who desires to fell all, but can only tem pt and 
persecute outwardly (Bede, Matth. 3, Migne 92.19). Like an a t roci ous 
wolf he rages against the fold of Christ (Aldh., !. c., pp. 135, 149, 1 1). 
God suffers Christians to be tempted that they may be stren gthened 
through trials (Bede, Matth. 27, Migne 92.122). But fbe h earts of un· 
believers still belong to Satan. The heathen idolaters of England were 
in the power of Satan (Bede, H. E. II. 1, 10. 20). His demons, being 
half material, attacl( m n, or, working through the forces of nature, 
raise storms, etc. (Bede, H. E. I. 17, 19). They fight with the good an· 
gels about human souls (ib., V. 13). 
B. THE SATAN OF THE OLD E GLISH POETRY. 
The contributions of Grimm (D . .M. c. "Teufel"), Bode (J{en-
ningar), Sandras ( Cae<lnion), Bouterwek ( Cae<lmon), and of the Vil mar 
school, Kent (Andreas and Elene), Rau (Exo<lus) Ferrell (Genesis), 
and Price ( Cyneu;ulf), present a fairly definite ge~eral outline of the 
A.·S. Satan. It is found. however, that there is a strongly marked dif-
ference between the so-called Caedmonian devil and that of Cynewulf 
and the Plaints. The former is every way a lordly figure, the author 
of the wars in heaven, the originator of evi l the successful tempter of 
man, Lucif r (though not so styled in eithe~- Gen. A or B), beautiful, 
majestic, defiant. The latter is Satan, . a hideous, hateful, pi liable 
wretch, who, being bound by Christ, with his gnornende cynn bewails 
his lot or, under divine permission, tempts men. It saems c1ear that 
the 0. E. poets were familiar with Gregory's three periods in Satan's 
history. Gen. A and B show the devil at the very beginning of his 
munda~e existence, when the lines of primeval glory are hut just fading 
from his countenanc~, a highly idealised being; while the fiend of 
Cynewulf and the Plamts is the devil in his second (Gregorian) period, 
the devil of popular fancy. 
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I. THE REBEL ANGEL. 
In <J<'n. A and B the'° celestial eminence of the highest angel is de-
ph I• d, inasmu~h as it became the mean of his fall. He is the peer-
le8s :uf'hangel. who in strength of intellect and transcendent beauty 
e<'lipsPs all the heavenly host. In his pride and pre3umption (Gen. 66. 
26~. ~7~ . 3:l8), boasting of his own strength (265fL) and that of his ad-
herPnts ( 284-6), he becomes a rebel (36, 52, 67, 64, 320, 442, 57, 306, 314, 
et!'.). whereupon God humbles him (305, 309, 345, 609, 647). Yet he re-
tains mn<'h power in hell. In Gen. A he is not even bound. He is de-
feat Pd. hut with spirit undaunted he returns to the attack. If he can 
but thwart God's purpose with man, he will be contented (363ff., 750ff.). 
He tlrn~ heromes the enemy of God and man ( 4 9, 496, 592, 601. 711, 6 , 
488, 1111, fi31, 6 6, 547, 725, 763, 606, 694, 6 8). His method is deceit 
(49fi , ;;ss. 601, 630, 647, 699, 632, 443). It is true the punishm nt or 
the <lPYi I is described in both Gen. A and B ( 39,, 51, 69, 74, 90, 312, 76); 
but rn~ny of the most characteristic epithets of the ether poems are 
mis8ing here. At all events the emphasis lies on Satan's strength rath-
er than on his suffering. His messenger haefde hyge .~trangne, 447, 
and. having betrayed man , goes on bis way rejoicing, 726ff. 
II. THE DEVIL I BONDS. 
Tn the Plaints and by Cynewulf the punishment of the angels is 
dei::cribed. their fall is cnly alluded to in a few random epithets (An. 
1294; Gu. 1044 ; Pride: Jul. 284; Sal. 450; Prayer IV. 55; the Reb llion : 
Jul. 2fl9; Gu. 265; Ori. 564; An. 1195;-An. 1172; El. 951; Gu. 635;-
Gtt. 181 , 204; Sat. 191, 269, 2 0, 340, 719;-An. 613, 1297 ; Whale 37: 
Jul. 155: Gu. 269, 595, 883;-Jul. 351;-Nat. 97; An 11 ; Beo. 11; 
Phoen. 595; An. 1346). In his first period, "feond rixade geond mid· 
dangeard", Gu. 836f.; but after the harrowing of hell by Christ (<'f 
Pant//. 58-61) he is the dethroned monarch, deprived of power, El. 
295-7, and of every right, El. 909, and shut up in bell, El. 920, while 
his companions are a gnornende cy1•n, at. 134. The devil and his 
band are together in torments, in bell, in darkness (El. 956, 900; An. 
129 ; Jul. 629;-An. 1171;-An. 1342; al. 126; Jul. 246;-Jul. 322. 
437, 544; Ori. 731;-Jul. 457, 615;-Sat. 631;-0ri. 364; Jul. 157; 
Byrht. 180;-Sat. 133;-Gu. 1042;- at. 4 5;-Jul. 55 ; Gu. 6l!7;-
Jul. 419 ;-Gu. 668). They are the poor vanquished ones, h opeless, joy-
less, mournful , care-worn, sick and weary (Gu. 623, 7 ; at. 159;-
Gu. 364, 549; Jul. 529, 536; Sat. 1 9;-Sat. 394;-Jul. 457, 615; , at. 
120;--.foZ. 616, 633; Sat. 7, 120; Gu. 84;-Gu. 1 1; Sat. 57; Sat. 73, 
448, 579, 713; Phoen. 442; Gu. 547; Jul. 430 ;-011. 26 , 310. 37G, 40 , 
490, 65 , 816;-Jul. 418 :-Ott. 226; Prayer IV. 57; Sat. 126, 630, 731: 
Gu. 422; Ori. 363; Sat. 162, 343, 449; at. 669, 711; Jul. 429 ; A11 615, 
1169; Gu. 1 3;-.El. 762;-Sat. 275;-Gu. 203, 651; Sat. 134). 
As to his character, Satan is above all and absolutely the sinful 
one (.El. 955; 943; 939; 957; 954;-Sal. 12 ; Sat. 33; Gu. 175:-Sal. 
14 ;-Whale 72; 39; Phoen. 595;-0ri. 259; at. 4 4: 6 2; 721;-Gu. 
522; Sat. 160;-Gu. 646; 'at. 52; Cri. 1533 ; Sal. 171;-Sat. 65;-Gu. 
81;-Jul. 244; 445;-Sal. 110, 12, 156, 180, 1 6; Ori. 1535; Jul. 211): 
the wrathful and malicious one (Ori. 16, 1 5, 595, 1535; Sal. 112 ; 
Gu. 530; An. 613, 1297;-Gu. 529;-621; 176; 377;-0ri. 762; - Jul. 62 : 
Ori. 781, 734; Gu. 346, 541; Gu. 519); the greedy one ( al. 145: Sat. 
32. 192) . For this reason he is regarded as the enemy <lf mankind 
(.El. 207; Panth. 5 ; An. 20, 49, etc.; 1341; Phoen. 441; al. 172;-
0ri. 567; Gu. 112, 174, 1 9, 336, 361, 446; Phoen. 401, 449:-Jul. 317, 
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523, 630;-Sal. 87;-Jul. 151, 245;-243, 345; 555; 348); the 1.t"ig1nator 
of evil for mankinJ (El. 771; Jul. 362, 347; El. 838; Sat. 374: l'a ,11/1. 
5 ; El. 957; An. 1170; Jul. 346; El. 941; An. 1313; Jul. 5 11;). 11 Pnce 
he becomes the thief and the murderer of the human rac·P 1 \i<lh. 
135.20; 11.22; 210.30; 65.37;-Prayer IV. 14;-Sat. 57. 7:!. i;:;:. ·'111. 
116, 128: Cri. 775, 1396; An. 1291; El. 761; Gu. 98;-Panl/1. :i:'. l11. 
1346;-El. 956;-Cri. 364; Jul. 157; Byrht. 180; Cri. 273: IJ// 1:~~. 
881;-.Jul. 211;-Cri. 761. 1396; Gu. 375;-Harroic. 88, 97: Rni. 1-13; 
G1i. 58, 100; Cri. 264, 1394; Sat. 468; Sal. 131; An. 6lli, 17112: l~'.t:l: -
Ori. 264;-Whale 41;-.Sat. 640:-Beo. 177 (cf. Matth. 111.2:-.: lll"f1r. 
2.14) ;-Cu. 622; A11. 1170; El. 941; An. 131::; Jul. 546;-P/"'111 !41: 
Gu. 496; 505: An. 1314; Gu. 867; Cri. 257). As regards his \\·orlc 
Satan is the t mpter (Jul. 557; Cri. 763; Gu. 877, 176). His m<thod 
is to deC'eive by lying (Sat. 727; El. 98; Whale 71; Cri. 1 :J'l:;: 11·11a1e 
24; .'111. 1294; Gu. 1014; 58; .Jul. 421, 351; Whale 37; Jul. -1:;:;; <.11. ~u\l. 
595, 883; An. 613, 1297}. 
It is chiefly through the demons that the devil works. llP sends 
them out to do mischief on earth and meets them with hot clisplrrtsnre, if 
they return unsuccessful (Jul. 321ff.). They are mainly instrnmental 
in turning men frcm God to idolatry, and hence "onincs r/11 f1c11ti11111 
rla monia"'. "sindon ealle haedenu godu hildedeoful", Ps. 95.:;. 
Strobl, Z. f. <l. A. :n.59, seems to have found the solution of (}110111. 
E.i.011. 133: ''Woden worhte weos, wuldor alwalda rume 10 !eras". in 
a mi translation of P11. 95.5: "Onines dii gentizon rlaemo11irt. domi1111s 
c.ut"em cof'los fecit"). Thus Woden (Onom. Exon. 133) anrl \\'yrcl (Sal. 
442-6 ) become devil's kin. Devils appear in An. and .Jul. to save the 
devil worship; cf. Beo. 175ff. 
The demon are regarded either as fallen angels or as the wicked 
brood sprung from the intercourse of angels with "the rla11ghters of 
men" Gen. 6.1-4. 'l he daughters cf men, traditionally of Cain's kin. 
bore fearful giants. The notion is derived from the Book of }J11och. 
l'. Gff. cf. Bouterwi>k, (!. c .. p. CXII); Honncher (Anglia 8.ti<lff.). The 
demons that appear to Andrew, to Juliana, to Cyriacus in RI.. are 
fallen angels. In the Vita. Gutblac calls the demons "semen Cain."' 
c. 2. Grendel is of Cain's race, Beo. 107, 1262ff. Bouterwek says the 
Bro. poet wanted to represent Grendel and bis mother as "teuftiscbe 
We~en" ( ib .. CX). These demons are represented as Satan's sons or 
as his subjects. The devil in Jul. calls the devil his father. 3~1. 522, 
and speaks of his brothers, 312; the devil is also his frea. 328: ealrior. 
329, who sends his ~ons or surjects out to do evil. He is dcofla cempa. 
ri. 563; feo11cla forespreca. Cri. 733; Gu. 236; feonda al<lor. Hat. 76. 
323, 373. They arc> his folga<t, El. 903; his pegnas, e. g .. Sal. 117; 
gcsiltas, Cri. 1522; gingran. Sat. 191; hire<l. Sat. 376. The devil's mes-
senger is cleottes strael. An. 11 9 (cf. z. f. a. A. 30.185). As these 
demons are like Satan in nature and identified with him in his wicl<ecl 
work, so are they also described in the same terms (Bouterwek. l. c .. 
CX)." 1 And since evil men were regarded as devil's thanes, An. 43, 
?cvil's rhildr n, A11. 1328, devil's limbs (Bede, Lulce 4, Migne 92.3li8) · 
it was only natural that leading features of the master should be trans· 
ferrecl also to human miscrea:its, as Fosler, in his study cf Judith, 
p. 86, has point cl out for Helisaeus (Jul.) and Holofernes (Ju<l.). 
Gr gory had also taught that the evil, unclean spirits were to roam 
between heaven and earth (Jtor. II , c. 47). This vagabond life re-
ceives expression Sat. 112; 262ff.; anrl particularly Ott. 176-196. The 
1 S.ee on Grendel and his mother Karl Sch emann Die Synotwma im Rro-
wulfshede, pp. 7-13, 44-5 . ' · -
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wretrlH·d ~pirits have their miserable abode in the mountain and moor, 
and lon g fo1 an end of their existence. . 
Tlw n11tward appearance of Satan and his demons harmonizes well 
with lhPir unhappy lot. They are no longer the shimmering ranl{S 
cf hi·a 1· ,.n. hut black. uncanny, ugly things. Satan is often called a 
{Jest. a spirit. but he has nevertheless a material body. Early belief 
l1ad rndowed the angels with a refined ethereal body. That of the 
Jul. Satan is so tangible that Juliana is able to clutch him, Jul. 2 41f. 
\\'hatf'1Pr his form, however, it is brutish and monstrous. He is called 
··sl' artlrff'r·r,:· Whale 52; Jul. 268; 319; eann aglaeca, Phoen. 412; Gu. 
5~7; ./ 11 1 1311: Sat. 73, 448, 579, 713; atol aglaeca, An. 1312; Sat. l!il; 
RI. !If\ I. The term aglaeca was also applied to Grendel, e. g., Beo. 
15!1, 0!1~: and the dragon, Beo. 2534, 2\J05, neither of whom is a spirit 
PHrf'ly . Satan. then, is a monster, er rather a monstro ity, whose 
body is not <·onfined within rigid outline, but able to melt into vari-
ous f;m 1aqic shapes.~ He is therefore called a phantom, sc:in, at. 
72; Sal. 1111; Wllale 31; dyrne gast, Beo. 13!'i7; dyrne <lcofles l1o<la. 
Gen. ~!111. The same aerial nature i,5 characterized by the epithets 
lacenr/1 · {eonrl. El. 899; and lyftlacenrle, .Tul. 281; Gu. 117; ftygereow, 
Gu. :1211. He is able to rise and hover in air. This peculiarity is 
asf'rih<><l to his possessing the fertcr/Jnma cf angels, Gen. 417, 670; Sal. 
151. r:11 . 877-884, there is a noisy host of demons, who appear as 
men. or as serpents spewing venom. declaring they will de troy the 
hermit 's dwelling with their feet, Gu. 256. Felix, the author of tbe 
prcsp l ila. speaks of their vast beads with lean faces, horse teeth. big 
lips. Rhaggy ears, dirty beards. sour and truculent looks, stinking 
mouths. and raucous voices, of their n1rrow chests. rough thighs, etc. 
(Vita. c. 2). His "gmture f\ammivomc" reminds one of .'at. 7 . 12 . 
162. whPre. also, the devil is a fire-breathing demon.-The demons that 
pester Guthlac are hiices bi11otc1>.e. Gu. 72, of beauty bereft, cf. 1rn1111 
anrl wlilrlras. An. 1169. Their appearance was horrid and loathrnme. 
inspiring both terror and di gust. This loathsomeness o[ form i 
designated by the epithet atol as applied to Satan. ··Atol is pin 
Oll8<'1J11."' his angels say to him, Sat. 61, cf. 681. 72 ; He is sc atola. 
i'iat. :isa. 413, 44 , 487, 71 ; atol cleofol. Cri. 1279; atol aglaeca. Bat. 
161; An. 1312; El. 901; se atola {last. A.11. 1296; Gu. 87; at. 51.-Like 
Hephaestos and ]Jerhaps Loki (Grimm. D. JI. I.299) the devil and his 
angels are lame (An. 1171; Gu. 84). He is tired (An. 1169; Sat. 
35f.). Like the giants (Grimm. D. JI. II.941. 956) be is old (<'at. 34; 
PantlJ. :>8; RI. 207; Phoen. 401, 449; Gu. 112, 174, 189, 336, 361, 446; 
Harrow. 8!l; ('ri. 567). He is swarthy-skinned (.at. 105; , at. 5~; 
Gu. G97, 623; Cri. 2G9, 89 ; Bal. 149, 486; Sat. 71, 721; 196; Cri. 97).-
Enough has been said to show the corporeity of Satan, mon~trous, 
mutable. loathsome. His appearance in the illustrations of the aed-
mon :\lS. is only a modification of the human form. The wings con-
nect him with the angels, the tail degrades him to the brutes.4 
III. SATAN AS A TICHRIST. 
The third and last period of Satan's history is reached when 
he returns as Antichrist; but aside from a few incidental remarKs 
o( Aldhelm ( e. g., l. <'., p. 14.3.34), A.-S. poetry bad not as yet taken 
2 Cf. Pro8e Sal. and Saturn, d. Kemble, pp. 1 H-14 . 
• Cf. Yitmar, Deut.,;hche Altertuemer ilti IIeliand. pp. ff. 
•Cf. Henry Ellis, Account of Caedmon's MelriC'al Paraphrase of Scripture 
RIRtory, an Illuminated MS. of the Xth century, etc. London, 1 33. 
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up this subject. The homilies, however, esp. the Wulfstan group, 
amply illustrate the growth of this theme. 
C. PERSISTE1 CE OF THE CONCEPTION. 
The Satan of Gregory reappears in Aelfric's devil, wh o ~napped 
at the bait of Christ's humanity and bit into the hook of His divinity, 
being bound at Christ's descent and deprived of all that bPliPYP in 
God, Ho1n. I. 216. He appears, e. g., as an immense Ethiop. with Fharp 
vis:tge and ample beard. Hi locks hang to his ankles, his pyp, srat· 
ter fiery sparks, sulphureous flame stands in his mouth . hP is !'right-
fully feather-clad, and his hands are bound to his back. St. Bartholo-
mew bids this evil spirit go to the waste, where no bird flies. no hus-
bandman ploughs, nor voi e of man sounds, Hom. I. 464-G. The Blick-
ling and the Wulfstan groups of homilies voice the same vipws. ln 
the former, Hom. 7, there is a gnornung of the evil spirits in hell 
after th deFcent of Christ, Rl. H., pp. 5-7. The story of Antirhrist, 
well-known to Aelfric and Bl. H .. is most fully told in the Wulfstan 
homilies. Aclrian and Ritheus (ed. Kemble, p. 200) says that Enoch 
and Elias are sad and weep in paradi e, because they muFt return 
to earth and suffer death against Antichrist. The Cursor Jlu ndi .treats 
of An tirhrist's coming in the seventh age of the world, pp. l ~~Sf!'. 
CHAP'I:ER IV. 
FALLEN MAN. 
A. A BRIEF OUTLI E OF GREGORY'S DOCTRI E. 
Through man's disobedience the devil acquired a right over him 
(Jfor. II. c. 22). Since man once yielded to Satan, the latter now 
draws man with him even though he resist; he now almo t kills by 
violence whom once he overcame by lust (Mor. XV. c. 15). Man is 
now in subjection to the body, whose peace and immortality was lost 
(Mor. IX. c. 5). Out of the fleshy lusts sins proceed (Mor. X, VJlL 
c. 19; Rra11y. I. Hom. 2; Ezech. I. Hom. 4.) Man's free will inclines 
to sin on account of "luxuria" and "superbia" (Mor. XXVI. c. 17), or 
"superhia'' and ''gloria inanis" (.Jlor. XIV. c. 53). From pride, how-
ever, the chief root of evil, spring the seven deadly sins, "inanls 
gloria." "invidia," "ira," "tristitia," "avaritia," "ventris ingluvies, ' 
'·luxuria," each with a brood of similar sins, and all easily growing 
out of each other (Mor. XXXI. c. 45). 
Gregory locates sin both in the soul and in the body; in the soul, 
since Adam died as to the soul and we through him (Lib. I. Epist. 
14; VII. Episl. 34); in the body, for the flesh (either the bodily na-
~ure of man or the fleshly desires) resist the spirit; man experiences 
in himself "carnis conlumeliam" (Jlor. XVIlI. c. 44). This e.·plams 
the statement of Gregory that four things work together to bring about 
sm, viz .. the devil, the flesh, the spirit, and pride ( .lfor. IV. c. 27). 
Sin is committed in the heart in a fourfold manner: from the devil 
comes the '·suggestio," from the flesh the "delectalio," from the spirit 
the "consensus." and from pride tho "defensionis audacia"; for it is 
the common sin of mankind Lo sin secretly, to deny the on' nee, and 
lo inrrease it by defending it ( Ezech. II. Hom. 9). In Gr gory·s an-
swers to the questions of Augustine (Bede, H. B. I. 27.9), also m 
Cura Past.. ed Westhoff, c. 29, only "suggestio," "de! ctatio," and 
"con ensus" are menticned, the first through the devil, the second 
throui:;-h the flesh, the third through the spirit. Where only "sug-
geslio" is, there is not yet sin; but in it already lies the "semen pec-
cati," in the "delectatio" the "nutrimentum," in the "consensus" the 
'·perfectio." 
As to the heredity of man's moral corruption Gregory thought tbat 
man could transmit only such qualities as he himself possessed. 
Through pride man lost the image of God, ther fore that which is b -
gotten can only be impure (lllor. XI. c. 52; XXXII. c. 14). In his 
P.resent corrupt flesh, therefore, man has temptation in himself de-
nved from bis origin. For this reason only Christ could be free from 
original sin, since he was conceived without carnal lust and not born 
of unclean seed (.'1101". XVIII. c. 52; Ezech. II. Honi. 4). Hence the 
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holiness of the celib1te life. Although matrimony in itsPIJ ;, not s in-
ful, yet there is no conjugal embrace without guilt (L i/1. XI l~p. 64) · 
Original sin Gregory regards as loss of freedom, i. P. ot tha t con-
dition wherein man was free from sin (Mor. XV. c. 1 '1 l. 1-'rpe will , 
however, the faculty to will the good or the evil , is no altogether 
destroyed, it is only weakened (Jfor. XXL c. 7). Gregor, "nlls man 
only "aegrotu ," he ever speaks of an "infirmitas" m PrPI) of the hu-
man nature through the fall (Mor. XVIII. c. 45) . 
B. MOTIVES DERIVED FROM THIS DOCTRI :'\E. 
Alrnady the very large percentage of 0. E . words dcnot i 11~ s in or 
sinful states or acts presupposf' a deep sense of man·s monil perversi-
ty, which may also be· inferred from a goodly numlwr of fig;n raUve 
expres ions relating to things evil. In accordan<'e wi th .fu/111 X. 1-1 sm-
ners are termed the devil's children (Mod. 47; cf. A n. J:l:!X: <'ri. 1566: 
Jud. 61). E vil men are the devil's thanes (An. 43 ) . Onr against 
"the- members of Christ" (1 Cor. 6.15) they are th e deYil"s limbs ( Cf. 
;\1. Forster, H errig's Archiv. 91.180). Life being regarded as. a sea 
voyage, s in is likened to the perils besetting such a voyagP ( Cri. 
851- 67; cf. Cook's ed. , p. 167) . The sinful conditions under which 
men live on earth are a pri son or bondage ( Cri. 25ff.. fi~. 117; El. 
1243). Fallen mankind is a house lying wast~ ben Path the root 
(Cri. 13f.). The security of sinners is depicted ('r i. 871-875. where 
Cool( refers to 1 Thess. 5.2 ; 2 Pct. 3.10. Si n is sown a nd g rows (An. 
767f.; cf. the parable of the tares, 111att11. 13.24ff.). Th e ~ ) nfu l h eart 15 
a bard heart (Cri. 641, 1506; Jill. 315), blind, enveloped wi th a mist 
of error, steeped in ignorance and folly (An. 814; Cr i . 11 27. 1188;-
Jfetr. XXII.33; XXIII.5; Cri. 29, 344, 640; El. 310f. ; Wh ale 711 ; Dan. 22: 
Gen. 30, 700, !J 2, 1682, 1937) ; it is sick (Jul. 65; rf . Cr i. 1330) · 
Darkness as a synonym of sin is familiar from Scripture ( e . g .. Jfatth. 
6.23; Luke 11.34; l.79; Col. 1.13; Acts 26.18; 1 J oli n 2.9) and fre-
quent in the 0. E. poetry (Gen. G85; Ori. 116-118; Rat. 3i1 : -Tul. 313, 
467f.; 505; 460) . On the terms for light and darkness a nd the de-
~elopment of their meanings see Gummere, A .-S. 1lfetap1t or. pp. 54-bi. 
Again, sin is viewed as rust ( Cri. 1321), as a burden ( (' ri. 1300: Cen. 
1293; Whale 74; cf. Matth. 11.28), as enmity, :- feud. against God 
(Cri . 368f.; 1527), as a drink followed by death (Gtl. 84 0-8-12 ; 953-966). 
The fl;;ure most frequently used and perhaps hardly felt as s uch is that 
of a spot or blemish (Sat. 609; Cri. 1017, 1310, 1316; 333 ; ioo7. lfl9~. 
109 , etc.; Gen. 723; 1294; 2681; cf. .Juel. 59; Cri. 1232, 14 4: Jud. 76; 
Cn. 1231; 1483; El. 768; L eas. lf>; Jul. 571; Roorl 13; Sat. 156: 180; 
1 6; Cri. 1001, 1633; Beo. 1001; Jul. 59 ; Whale 66 ; ('ri. 830. 1539; 
Beo. 97 ; An. 1599; El. 12-12; Sat. 128; Cri. 1083) .- For the devil's 
assaults there are numerous figures, the most beautiful being per-
hap. that found .Jul. 393-409, where the soul is conceived as a fortress. 
We know "the fiery darts of the wicked" from Eph. 6.16. These ar-
~owsbafts whir through many an o. E. poem (Beo. 1745; Cn. 
16~-765; 779-7 1; Moel. 27ff.; Jul. 384; An. 1189). Th e devil is th~ 
poisonous reptile (Panth. 58). Besides darts and poison, the net of 
temptation is mentioned (An. 943); Iloniface asks the English clergy 
to pray for his mission, that be may be freed "a Jaqueo venantis :;a-
t~na ," (H. & S. III.313). Familiar terms for the devil and bis as-
sistants are t~e c.ompounds of "smith" (An. 917; 1220 ; Gu. 176; 877_). 
Even as Christ 1s the Good Shepherd, so Satan is shepherd of srn 
(Beo. 750); but he is a lso the wolf making inroads into the floe!;: (On. 
256; cf. Wulfstan 191.6-17). 
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l. .\JOT! VES DRAWN F R OM T HE I FLUENCE OF THE DEVIL. 
\\ itho;1t risi!:g quite to the d ignity of a theme, unregenerate man-
kin .I s ~11hjection to the devil, feoi•rlum peowian. Gen. 4 8, yet serves 
as a h:lt'kground to set off in bright relief the saintly glory of Judith, 
Elf'n<' . .J11tiana. Andreas. Holofernes is se deofulcunda, Jurl. 61 and 
se lH11 !11 11a 1z 11 nd. J ncl. 110. It was lbe old enemy that led the Jews 
to <'rtwir;1· the Lord, El. 207ff., and kept them in unbelief, El. 111 . 
Idolatry in Jul. is deofolgielcl, 52, 150; the devil himself appears, to 
goad on the perscutors, 619ff. The Mermedonians as a people, sorcer-
ers ;ind c·annibal5, are the devil's th:::.nes and children, in An. 
The poem on the Whale is au allegorical representation of Satan's 
artfnl allurements. Seafaring men come upon the fierce and dangerous 
swimnll'r. his body is like a rough stone. Taking it for an island, the 
sailors l::.ncl on it. Then tbe weary seamen encamp \\itbout su: peel-
ing clangPr: desirous of rest they build a fire. Then he dive3 down. 
drawing hath sh ip and shipmen after him. Thus the clevil d ceives 
men through secret craft. enticing them to wirkedness. so tbat they 
seek hf'!p frcm the fiends and finally live in Eecurity with the faith-
les-; onf'. When he knows them fast bound in bis chain, he become,; the 
munlerer. f<'Or[tbona. 41, of all that do his bidding. Suddenly, lzcolo]J-
/J el,111 lw/irallt. he sinks with them to the misty gloom of the hot-
tom1c~< pit.-Or. again, when he is hungry, be opens bis mouth. ancl 
out of it a sweet fragrance prcceeds. Enticed by it, other fish swim 
into his mouth, and wb n that is filled, be snaps bis jaws together. 
Thu ; thf' devil beguiles men with carnal plea5ures, until he bas clo ed 
hell-doors hehind them. and they have never a hope to return thence. 
Therefore let us resist the devil and seek the Lord in time, that we 
may liYe in glory with Him world without end. 
If with Ebert (Anglia 6.246) we regard the bird following the 
Wllaz,, in the 0. E. Physiologus as the Partridge. we have in it an-
other type cf the devil in his role of thief of souls, whom, however, 
he ultimately lose3, in this case. through Chri t's mercy. 
011. A and B. celebraling the trials and triumphs of the fen-country 
h rmit. desC'ribe with vivid realism. only less volubly minute than the 
Latin rita. the appearance as weli as the shifts and maneuvers of th 
goblins that seek to accomplish the downfall of the sairt. Gutblac 
bas resolver! to forsake the world. "the lust of the fie b, aad tJi lust 
of the Pyes, and the pride of life," 135ff. (1 Jo1z11 2.16). It is the pur-
pose of the fiends to indu<'e hin: to return to all the.'e. hence they ply 
bi soul with manv temptations. 160. Tiley threaten bis life, 161!1'.; 
they promise him their favor 251ff. They lift him in air and show 
him the pleasures indulged iu' by men. 3 3ff. They carry him to tb 
door of hell and threaten him with its punishments, 529ff. All to no 
Purpose. 
In .Jul. occurs the allegcry of man-soul besieged, like a fortres , 
by the evil spirit. The son of the devil that visits Juliana in her 
prison cell, urging her to offer sacriftees to the heathen gods, has the 
appearance of an angel of light, Jul. 244, and represents himself as 
God's m ssengPr, 261ff. Receiving counsel from above, the virgin seizes 
him. and he now appears as a11 infernal imp and confesses his many 
misdemeanors, 281ff. He bas im;tigated the rnldier to open Christ's 
side, Herod to behead John, Simon to oppose the apostl s, Nero to 
kill Peter and Paul, P ilate to crucify Christ, Egias to slay Andrew, 
289-315. By way of apology, he adds that bis father, the king of the 
hell-folk, being ben t on mischief even more than himself, nd his 
children out to pervert m en 's minds, and if they fail in causing any 
of the faithful to s t umble. he is exceedingly wroth and h s them 
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bound and soundly cudgelled, 32lff. He admits that he had come to 
turn Juliana from salvation, 352f. Wherever he finds the mind stead-
fa t, he arouses wanton pride by inspiring fallacious, delusive thoughts 
("sugge tio"); he makes sinful lusts appear attractive, until the mmd 
obeys his teaching ("delectatio"); he sets it so on fire with sins that'. 
all ablaze, it will no longer tarry in the house of prayer for love of 
vice, but do the devil's will ("consensus"), 362ff. If be fin els any well 
equipped with the spiritual armor (Eph. 6.llff.). he is <'Ompelled to 
withdraw, and receives his punishment, 382ff. Then he selects a Jess 
courageous soldier whom to hinder in his warfare (2 Tim. 2.4) ancl 
to arouse with his leaven. Although the man sets out to do good, the 
devil carefully scrutinizes all his victim's thoughts, how lbe mind is 
fortified within, how its defences are erected. He opens the rampa~t­
gate by a bold assault purh teonan, 402. When a breach is made 1n 
the tower, an entrance gained, be fi1'st with a flight of arrows sends 
into the heart bitter thoughts by way of the various desires of the 
mind ("suggestio"). so that it seems best to the man himself to 
commit transgressions and carnal lusts contraTy to the love of God 
("delectatio"). The devil being his willing teacher, man turns from 
Christ's law ("consensus"), his mind flounders into the slough of 
sin under the devil's power, who is more concerned about the destruc-
tion of the soul than of the body, 393ff. After this (Gregorian) de-
scription of his infernal strategy, so singularly ineffectual in his pres-
ent predicament, the imp bewails his ill-fortune, but is compelled by 
.Tu!i na to continue the tale of his trespasses. He caused the death 
of many in divers ways, 4G8ff., wheresoever he found unwary ones 
not protected by the sign of the cross 491. He deceived Adam and 
Eve, 500; kindled strife on earth, 507; ~nd did so much mischief that 
he could not relate it all, though he sat a summer-long day, 495. At 
last the virgin releases him, and be departs, 553ff. 
Last not least, the theme of a good and evil angel struggling for 
possession of the human soul, a belief common to J ew and Moslem, 
Greek and Roman, found expression also in the O. E. poetry. The 
belief in the guardian angel rests chiefly on such passages as Ps. 
34.7; 90.lJ; Matth. 18.10; Hebr. 1.14. The earliest occurrence of the 
them in the Church seems to be in the Shepherd of Hermas, 6 Man· 
date, 2 ( J . B. Lightfoot, The Apostolfr Fathers p. 428). This them.e 
is slightly touched by Bede (H. E. v. 13) , bt;t there good and evil 
spirits contend rather for the soul that is about to die than for the 
man still active. The motive, however, runs all through Gu. A. being 
especially pronounced Gu. 85-111. Two watchers guard Guthlac ~nd 
etruggle with each other, the Lord's angel .and the loathsome spmt. 
The_ one shows him the vanity of earthly things and praises the ever-
la ·ting possession, with the souls of saints, of glory and pleasures m. 
he'.lven. The other instigates him to seek by night the company of 
evil-doers, and audaciously to strive for the world, as those wretches 
do who 1·egard net man's life to obtain the spoil. Thus they exho.rt 
him from both sides, until the Lord makes an end of the conflict in 
f<lvo.r of the good angel. The fiend is put to ilight. Since then the 
spmt of comfort lived in Guthlac. lt is in this manner that the poet 
a counts for Guthlac's reckless ea rly life 79ff 
The same theme appears Sal. 485ff.' T~o angels accompany roan. 
one brighter than gold, the other blacker than hell whence he comes. 
Tb.e one teaches him to love God's mercy and th~ counsel of Goers 
childreu; the other incites him to wickedness showing him the evil 
;ecord. of wretched men, thereby whetting his ~1ind, leading and allur-
ing him throu 0 hout the land ("suggestio"). Thus the fiend attacl's 
on feow<r uecynrl. 497, unti l the man turns to the worse and does the 
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will cf 1!1111 who tempts him to do wrong. Then the good angel de-
parts "''(]ii ne; and says: "I could not force from his heart the stone 
of steel 
II. .\IOTl\'ES DRAWN FROM THE WEAKNESS OF THE FLESH. 
. ThP hP!ief that the soul is governed by the body, the angel as 
It werP· ricling on the beast. is everywhere apparent. Thus Ps. 50 
(Cott. J . Ii: we read: "paette goclferhte gylt gefraemman purh licllama11 
lene f/f'lfolltas.'" Most striking expression this motive finds in The 
A.<lrlress of /lie Dost Soul to tile Bocly: The body was born through 
the flesh and sin. 44f. It is the eor(Jfaet. 8, that 11ins. '1 be oul is 
~ent from _Goel to steady the body, 45f. Sin is therefore inevitable. 
As thP sh1el<l to the warrior, the spear to the robber, the bracelet to 
the briclP. the book to the student, the hou el to the saint, so I srn 
to the lwathen," Gnoni. Exon. 132. nder these circum tances it re-
mains for the Christian to watch and pray and fight. Ther fore B1 
Manna ,lforlc warns against pride and drunkenness, by calling atten-
tion to the rlire results of pride and the happy reward of the oppo ite 
temper. f'nrrler iarciciclas warns especially against tram be t11lle, from 
Whi<'h pro<'eed all manner of vices, such as drunkenn ss, fornication, 
gluttony, sl0th. These are expelled by fasting and temperance, tc. 
l would ealJ attention to a prPtty littlf' composition in the I11structio11es 
of Ccmmonian ( i\Iigne 5.249). en titled Bel/um Cotticlianum. a the pre-
sumptive rnur('e of Jfocl. and Darciriclas: 
BPllie;erare quaeris, stulte, quasi hella quiescant. 
Ex protoplasto die pugnatur in fine vohis. 
Libido praecipilat. bellum e~t. pugna cum illo. 
Luxuria suadet, abutere, bellum vicisti. 
Vino copioso parce. ne per i11um f illud ?] aberre . 
Maledicti retine linguam, uncle Dominum adoras. 
Compescere furorem: pacificum redde te cunctis. 
Oppressos miseriis deprimere cave minore11. 
Tutorl'm accommoda tantum, et noli nocere. 
Tramite vos recto ducite sincero prae zelo. 
In tuis divitiis comen te redde pusillis. 
De labore tuo dona, nudum vesti: sic vinces. 
Jnsidias nulli facias, qui Deo deservis. 
Aspice principium, unde periit invidus bostis. 
Ton sum _ego doctor, sed lex docet ipsa clamando. 
Verha geris tanta vane, qui sub uno momento 
;\Jartyrium quaeris otiosus tollere Christo. 
. Here, however, we are approaching the domain. of. the ca~ital 
~ins, or th<' principal vices, which are usually ranged m hsts of eight 
1n 0. E. These lists, it should be observed, were useful from at lea ·t 
two different points of view. As denominations of th<' grosser form 
of vice, ! hey were properly the subject of ecclesiastiral discipline anrt 
accordingly the fountain bead of a vast Penitential Literatur ·' But 
these 11ins came also to be looked upon as elemental dispositions of 
the heart, as the roots of other sins. and thus really grew to be psycho-
logical types.~ It was this latter view which, inviting allegorical im-
-
1 8 <'<' H. & S. III; JI. c. Lea. A Histor~- of Auricula1· Confe~~lon aml In-dulgenc~s in the Latin Church 3 \"Ols Phila. Lea Bros. & Co. 1896. 
' ee Thoma~ B. Strong. Chilstian Ethics. Bampton Lectun><. 1 95; note 
to Lecture Y. 
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provement, received poetical treatment. No less a man than Aid· 
helm was kindled by this theme, even as it had kindle<\ C'asRian 
(Collationes patrttni) and Gregory (Moralia,) and Prudentius (JTamar-
tigenia and Psychomachia) before. In Aldbelm's picture the \'il'es 
attack, and the Virtues defend the soul. Both are, of course, traits or 
qnalities of the heart, pride alone reminding one of the devil. Ald-
belm fairly exhausts bis opulent vocabulary in describing, from sover· 
eii;n to sutler, the barbarous legions of sin, who incessantly atlark the 
virgin cohorts with showers of darts. The latter don the Rpiritual 
armor and bear the ensign of th cross against the hostile ranl;:s. 
Tber is charge and counter-charge, attack and retreat. Ahove the 
fray there tower the importunate dragon of gluttony, who muRt be 
destroyed by abstinence and frugality, and the truculent serpent pride. 
who is ca t out by godly fear. The eager host of Pharaoh, de~troyecl 
in the Red ea, symbolized gluttony. The seven nations of Canaan 
were types of the other seven vices. This is Aldhelm's treatmPnt ot 
the th me in bis pro~e work, D e Laudibus Virginitatis, l. c., pp. 1ff. 
The entir work, it may b observed, grows out of a corollary to the 
do<'trin of original sin, viz., insistence on celibacy, since human be-
ings cannot cohabit without sin.-The metrical treati e De Odo Prin-
cipalibus l'itiis. (!. c. pp. 203ff.) really belong to the longer work,3 
D e Laudibus Virginu1n (Z. c .. pp. 135ff.). The poetical handling of the 
theme is far more systematic and elaborate, but also less poetical than 
the pro e. In the hexameters the portrayal of the conflict larks vivid-
ness, there is little for the eye of fancy. At the head of the virtues 
stands "Justitia." Then the vices are considered in due order. Ea<'h 
is pictureJ as the parent of a numerous progeny of misdemeanors 
more or l ss h inous. Lastly the virgins are advised how, by pmploy-
ing th proper means, a b vice may in turn be remedied and over-
come. It is all as clear as a crystal, but shows only occasional flashes 
cf poetical fl re. 
C. PERS l TE CE OF THE MOTIVES. 
Good aud evil angels of m n are mentioned by Aelfric, Hom. I.66f., 
170 ; t. BZ. H .. p . 209. Angels are sad when the devil is victorious, 
Hali Jleirlenhad, E . E . T . . 1 .17 ; cf. the "aungel freende" and the 
"aungil foo," Mirror of the Periods of Man's Life, E. E. T. S. 24.5 ff. 
-Virginity dwells in a high tower, and Satan attacks it, Hali Jlei<len-
had. l. c., 1 .5. 15. The devil ever seeks to take the virgin's "caste!, 
Ayenbite of Inw yt, E. E. T. . 23.227. In The Castell of Persever-
ance, "bumanum genus" is assailed by "malus angelus" and defended 
by "bonus angelu " (Pollard, English Miracle Plays, Moralities. and 
Intcrl11<les. pp. 64ff.) .-The principal vie s continue to be regarded as 
roots of sin and to b treated with the appropriate remed ies. For 
a llst of th works on tbes vices see keat's Notes to Piers the Plow-
man, E . E . T. . 67.102. 
1 Sec Boenhofl', Aldh Im \'On Malme,bury, p. 112. 
GENERAL SUMMARY. 
Although the O. E. Church adopted Augustinianism at the Council 
of Hatfield, A. D. 680, Semi-Pelagianism nevertheless continued to he 
the doctrine of its theologians. T he doctrine of sin, modified hy nu-
merous conceptions der ived chiefly th rough Gregory the Great, from 
apocalyptic and aporryphal' sources, was very prolific of poetical mo-
tives. 
In the treatment of the FALL OF THE Axot:•- two groups of poems 
are to be distinguished: 
1. The epical group, iucluding Gen. A, Mod., Gen. B. lays stress 
on the pride and rebellion of ·Lucifer. The scene is heaven. 
2. The semi-dramatic group, including Aldhelm's De Lucifero. the 
Sat. poems, Gu. 529-656, and incidental allusions to the Fall in An., 
El., Cri.. Jul., Prayer IV, Jays stress on the punishment of Satan, for 
his rebellion, after the clescensus of Christ. The scene Is hell. 
The original "Plaint o[ Lucifer" was probably written by Aldhelm 
on the basis of Gen. A lff. 
The oldest redaction of this poem extant is probably Sat. 1-224; 
next to it comes Gu. 529-656. The correspondences between these two 
sections and the exhortation closing Sat. 224 show that Sat. 1-224 is 
a separate poem. 
Sat. does not consist of odds and ends left of an original "Reiland," 
as Groschopp claims, but is a fairly orderly collection of "Plaints of 
Lucifer." Sat. 1-365 consists of six Plaints, viz., 1) 1-33, 190-193, 34-74, 
194-224; 2) 225-315; 3) 315-365; 4) 75-125; 5) 126-159; 6) 160-1 9; 
which received their present order in the manuscript probably for 
the purpose of dramatic recitation. 
Sat. 366-664 did not originally belong to the cycle of "Plaints," 
being a treatise on the se ond half of the second Article of the Creed; 
hut after num rous additions to the decensus topic bad made that sec-
tion by far the longest and most important one, the remaining sections 
wer regarded as an exhortation, and thus the whole poem, or frag-
m nt of a poem, found its way into the manuscript a a parallel to the 
lbr e longest po ms in at. 1-365. 
Sat. 665-733 Is a fragment describing the dolors of Satan and 
br aking olI in what E ems the beginning of another Plaint or the 
demons. 
Thus at. consists of eight "Plaints of Lucifer." 
The vogue of the "Plaints .. may be estimated, in part, from their 
influence on the poetry of Cyn wulf and his school. as seen in An .. El .. 
C1·i.. Jul.: on Prayer IV: on Jud. 112-121; and perhaps on Gen. B 
736-750. 
Tin: F.\Lr. OF 1\1.\:'i wa a topic familiar from the works of Gregory, 
B de, Avitu , and other theological writers. 
Aside from Gen. A. which was probably of the ame type as Gen. B 
(and that was a foreign product), the 0. E. poetry on the Fall of fan 
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is didactic and homiletic rather than descriptive, in Gu .. Phoen .. ('ri., 
Sat. 
These four "Fall" ections are very loosely connected with the 
poems in which they are found, especially Gu. and Phoen. The se-
quence of thoughts is practically the S3-me in all, and verbal corre-
spondences abounrl. Between Gu and Phoen. the correspondences in 
thought and phrase are so overwhelmingly strong as to make them 
appear as almost the same poem. The inference is that underlying 
these sections there was a very familiar metrical homily on the !<'all 
of l\lan. 
In the life of SATAX, the 0. E. theologians and poets, as Gregory had 
done, distinguished three periods: 1) befcre Christ; 2) after Christ's 
descent into hell; 3) the Antichrist period. Gen. A and Gen. B show 
the devil at tb very beginning of his mundane existence, though fallen, 
still majestic. Cynewulf and the "Plaints" portray the devil in bonds, 
in his econd period, emphasizing especially his malignity, his hideous-
ness, his sufferings. Satan's third period is not treated in the poetry, 
but later described in the homilies, etc., on Antichrist. 
The views obtaining as. to the spiritual condition of l"ALJ.EX M.\N 
have not only left th ir impr~ss on the 0. E. vocabulary, but have a1s• 
turnished a numb r of extremely beautiful motives. 
'fhe first group consists of those drawn from the inttuenre anu 
power of the devil. Tb poem on the Whale is an allegorical repre-
sentaticn of Satan's artful allurementci. That on the Partridge seems 
to b of a similar type. In Gn. A and Gu. B goblins see!{ to tempt a 
saint to r turn to a life of worldliness. In Jul .. occurs the allegory or 
man-soul be~ieged, like a fortress, by the e •ii spirit. The theme ot a 
go d and an evil angel contending for a human soul ttnds express10n 
m 011. 5-111 and dal. 4 51'1'. 
Tb s cond group c·onsists of the motives drawn from tne weal{· 
ness of the flesh . Here belong 2'1ie A.cl<lress of a Lost So11Z to lts JJorly . 
• Uocl., and Larcu:idas. the two latter resting probably on Commodian's 
Bellttm Cotti<lianum. The mo t noteworthy examples of this mouve. 
however. are Aldhelm's pictures cf the conflict of the Virtues and Vices. 
In conclu Ion, I bell \'e that the majority of these motives exlstert 
in the form of short tories or homilies, which became a popular pos-
s ssion and received metrical treatment. Repeated from generation 
to generation, th y ;vere alt red and expanded in th ir transm1ss1on, 
sometimes embodi d wholly or In part in larger omposmons, yet al-
ways remaining the property of the people and surviving in tbe l\liracle 
Play and ~lorality, until they were superseded by new themes in tne 
dawn of the R naissance and the Reformation. 
